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The following is from “History of Parsonsfield, Maine, from A Gazetter of the State of Maine, by  

George J. Varney, Published by B.B. Russell, 57 Cornhill, Boston, 1886, Transcribed by Betsey S. Webber”. 

This was more than 20 years before West Enders first arrived on the shores of Long Pond:

“Parsonsfield is the north-west town in York County, and it is bounded on its western side by New Hampshire. Porter 
and Hiram lie on the north, Cornish and Limerick on the east, and Newfield on the south. It has an area of about 
22,000 acres. The Ossipee River forms the northern boundary line, and furnishes at Kezar Falls the principal water-
power of the town. At this place there is a set of saw, shingle, and grain mills, another on South River, in the western 
part of the town; and there are several smaller ones in the various parts of the town. The principal business centers are 
East Parsonsfield, Kezar Falls, North Parsonsfield, Parsonsfield Village, South Parsonsfield, West Parsonsfield and Lord’s 

1872 Atlas page showing East Parsonsfield and Kezar Falls, both villages of 

the Town of Parsonsfield. East Parsonsfield was busier then than now. 

Note the erroneous spelling of Parsonsfield (without the second ‘s’), apparently a Post 

Office mistake that carried over to some maps.

2. the place

1872 Atlas page of Limerick

1872 Atlas page showing a busy Cornish Village
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Mills. Long Pond, Mudget and Spruce are the largest ponds, and 
there are as many more of smaller size. The surface of the town is 
very rough and hilly. The greatest elevations are Cedar Mountain 
in the central part, and Randall Mountain in the eastern. The soil 
in general, though rocky, is fertile, yielding good crops of hay and 
grain. The scenery from almost every eminence is grandly beautiful. 
Scarcely more than 20 miles to the north, slightly west, the White 
hills of New Hampshire lift their rugged peaks above the clouds. 
In the intervening space, smaller hills, some covered with verdure, 
other broken with rocks, with smiling green valleys between, dotted 
numerously with neat farm-houses and bright little villages form 
many a pleasing picture.

Parsonsfield is part of a tract of land sold in 1661 by the Indian chief, 
Captain Sunday, to Francis Small, who conveyed an individual half to 
Major Nicholas Shapleigh, of Kittery. The original deed of Small was 
found in 1770, and the descendants of the two tenants in common 
took formal possession. Again in 1771, a partition was effected, 
when the territory comprised in this township fell to the claimants 
under Shapleigh, who immediately conveyed it to Thomas Parsons 
and 39 associates. The town was shortly afterward surveyed into 
hundred-acre lots, two of which were reserved to each proprietor, 
nine for the use and support of the schools and churches, and one 
for a mill privilege. Twelve families settled upon or near these lots  
in 1772; John and Gideon Doe settled in the western part of the 
town in 1775; and soon after George Kezar settled in the eastern 
part. The town was incorporated in 1785, under its present name,  
in honor of Thomas Parsons, one of the largest earliest proprietors.

The town has been the residence or birth-place of many 
distinguished men …

The first church in town was built in 1790 by the town proprietors, 
and a parsonage in 1794. There are now in town, churches of the 
Congregationalists, Baptists, Old School Free-will Baptists, Free 
Baptists (three churches) and Advents. Parsonsfield has seventeen 
public schoolhouses, valued at $4,500. The valuation of estates in 
1870 was $632,970; in 1880 it was $563,075. The population in 
1870 was 1,804; in 1880 it was 1,613.

From the nearly contemporaneous History of Parsonsfield, 

Maine, 1771-1888, published by Brown Thurston & Company, 

1888, comes the following additional details:

“Center Square, on the northern slope of Cedar Mountain, is about 
30 miles from the ocean, at Old Orchard, and thirty-two from Wells 
Beach on an air line, and 33 miles west north-west from Portland …

The outer lines of the town have been measured several times, 
giving an area from 62.23 to 64 square miles … The length of the 
western line is nearly 8.5 miles … , the eastern something over 9 
miles … , the northern and southern about 7.3 miles … 

The Seminary varies but little from 1,200 feet above sea level while 
the average altitude of the town is estimated at 1,000 feet … 

After Parsonsfield Seminary burned in 1854, Bates College was 
founded as a replacement.

Cedar Mountain is so called from the mountain cedar growing 
there. A legend tells how a hunter named Randall perished from 
the cold on the mountain called by his name. Another tradition 
goes something like this: “Many years ago a famous hunter, named 
Randall, hunted hereaway among these mountains and caught much 
game. He usually reposed on the top of the high mountain by the 
rivulet, where it is supposed he was murdered by another hunter for 
his furs. The supposed murderer was absent only a few days from 
the settlements and returned heavily laden with valuable skins.”

1872 Atlas page of Cornish, which abuts Parsonsfield to  

the east. From two different sources, we have heard this  

area sometimes referred to as “Cracker Valley,” 

though the origin and meaning of the name is unclear

The high ridge, of which Cedar Mountain is the apex, runs east and 
west across the town. It is the watershed, or divide, between the 
Great and Little Ossipee Rivers.

The principal river is the Great Ossipee. By estimation, the average 
yearly discharge is nine billion cubic feet … , the length 33 miles … 
, draining an area of about 240 square miles…There is an excellent 
water power at Kezar Falls, the descent being 50 feet per mile … 

Long Pond, in the northeast, is a beautiful sheet of water, 1.5 miles 
(2.4 km) long, and about one-third (800 m) that in width. Mudgett’s 
Pond, separated from Long Pond by a ridge, is nearly half as large. 
Smaller ponds are found among the hills … 

There are very few farms without stones enough to fence them.  
A large surplus of this imperishable material is the rule.

The original forest growth was maple, beech, hemlock, pine, birch, 
oak and ash, with scores of other trees interspersed. Each variety 
prevailing in its favored locality, but not holding exclusive possession 
of a single farm. Where a second growth has been allowed to spring 
up, the soft woods in many cases have succeeded the hard, whole 
the hard has been followed by soft. It is known that the present 
growth is a little more mixed than the first.

Since people made a break in the forest, there have been some 
climatic changes. Winter weather is more variable. Summer days  
are hotter and droughts more severe.”

According to the United States Census Bureau, in the year 

2000: (a) the town had a total area of 60 square miles,  

1.1 square miles of which (1.78%) was water; (b) there were 

1,584 people, 634 households, and 438 families residing in 

the town (marginally smaller than it was in 1880); (c) the 

racial makeup of the town was 98.17% white, 0.13% African 

American, 0.25% Native American, 0.19% Asian, 0.06% from 

other races, and 1.20% from two or more races. Hispanic  

or Latino of any race were 0.82% of the population. The 

median income for a household in the town was $32,214,  

and the median income for a family was $36,016. About 

10.5% of families and 12.1% of the population were below 

the poverty line. 

The Camp’s stunningly beautiful Long Pond waterfront is  

its pride and joy. The large “H” dock (expanded and rebuilt 

in 1961) enclosing graded swimming areas, with two diving 

boards, sits in the middle, with the “Old-Timer’s” dock 

1968 Harry Orkin, “Shreeo” Korolick, Charlie Meirick, Arthur Gersin on Hessian Hill
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leading to the rowboat and sailboat docks on one side and 

the natural beach for canoes and kayaks on the other, all 

fronting on a sandy beach looking across “a beautiful sheet 

of water” to untouched hills rising one-half mile away on the 

other (northeasterly) side of the pond. 

There are reportedly at least 30 Long Ponds in the State of 

Maine. Ours covers approximately 275 acres and is estimated 

to be about one and one-half miles long, about one-third of  

a mile wide, and perhaps 36 feet deep at the deepest spot.

There are about 65 landowners with frontage on the Pond. 

The largest holdings by far (measured by frontage) are those 

of the Camp and the Day family, together owning close to 

half of the Pond’s frontage. 

In 1975 an active group of landowners and users of Long 

Pond formed the Long Pond Association (LPA), to protect 

and preserve the quality of Long Pond. Russell Day was the 

first President. Many such lake associations exist in the State 

of Maine, and many, including the LPA, have long joined the 

Maine Congress Of Lake Associations (COLA) to support 

COLA’s informational and lobbying efforts statewide. The 

LPA meets twice a year, on Saturdays in early July and late 

August. The meetings have for many years convened in the 

Mess Hall at the Camp. The August meetings take place on 

the last day of the Camp season, within an hour after the 

buses have rolled out the front gate. The LPA maintains a 

website containing various pieces of information, including 

historical water quality readings and links of interest, at  

www.longpondassociation.com.

May, 1993 Aerial photo by 

Malcolm Alter, with Kennard’s at the bottom  

and the Camp’s dock at the lower left

1999 Campers in kayaks

1970 Postcard view of Long Pond from the north, 

by Arthur D. Lutte. 

1987 Aerial photo (see caption attached).  The bottom picture is of Jean-Daniel, a camper 

in 1987. Daniel was his uncle.
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2007 Waterfront just after sunset

2005 Sam Finn and three campers (Sam 

London, Matt Yudysky, Mike Cheesman) at 

the canoe dock area at sunset

2005 Waterfront at twilight

2004 Compare this waterfront scene with the earlier postcard view from 

the 1920s. The rock outcrop in the distance is one and the same.

t h e  p l a c e t h e  p l a c e
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In the early days (first decade) getting to Camp was quite an adventure. The trip began in the late evening 

with a Portland bound steamer out of Boston’s Rowe’s Wharf – usually an old fashioned side wheel ship 

such as the Bay State or Ransom B. Fuller. The fare was affordable for most of the boys but did not include 

the luxury of a stateroom. Thus, the boys would usually walk around the upper decks or stay in the bottom 

hold of the ship, sometimes on a spare mattress that was provided. Hy Diamond often reminisced that 

as the result of “exuberant” behavior, members of his Storrow Club group were banished to the bottom 

hold next to the livestock. A small number of the youngsters, perhaps somewhat boisterous and tough 

when on their home turf, were humbled by their lack of seaworthiness – a few of them spent the voyage 

on the deck, leaning over the railing and desperately hoping that they would not “cast their bread upon the 

waters.” The more hardy of the group would sing songs or give recitations from the declamation contests 

sponsored by the Club – all to the amusement of the other passengers.

The steamer would dock in Portland about 4:00 A.M. The weary youngsters then walked to an all night 

diner in the center of the city, where those whose stomachs were not still rolling with the waves would 

indulge in a hearty breakfast, followed by a game of baseball in a vacant lot next to the train station.

The White Mountain Special arrived at 8:00 A.M. to take the reenergized group to Cornish, about 32 miles 

away. There they were met at the train station by Allie Evans and transported in his large hayrick the final 

seven or eight miles to camp. Because the road to the camp was often hilly, the boys would frequently jump 

off the hayrick, sometimes even carry some of their luggage, and walk alongside this vehicle so as to lessen 

the strain on the laboring horses. They laughed and joked along the way, unless it was raining. It took hours 

to travel the final 7-8 miles to the Camp.

Excitement filled the air when the hayrick left the “main” highway and began the final leg to camp – along 

the dirt road lined on either side by tall trees and thick bushes, with the sound of chirping birds, chattering 

chipmunks and other animals providing the audio. As they passed beautiful Long Pond and approached the 

Camp, they knew they had at last reached their very own Garden of Eden where they would spend the 

next two weeks living in a veritable dream world. The entire trip took 18 to 20 hours. 

In 1919, things improved dramatically when the boys took the 9 AM train from Boston to Portland (one 

way cost $3.52) and the 1:10 PM train from Portland to Cornish (one way cost $1.00). The camp provided 

transportation (again by Allie Evans) to and from Cornish to the Camp. Hy Entin, first at Camp in 1920, 

remembered the last part of the trip being via Evans’ truck. 

3. Getting to Camp Round trip bus transportation from the Boston area has 

been provided to campers at least since the early thirties. 

Into the 1960s, buses departed from the West End House 

Boys Club on Blossom Street in the old West End. Once the 

Club was vacated and sold to the Massachusetts General 

Hospital in the late 1960s, the bus departure site was 

changed to the back parking lot of the Circle Theatre at 

Cleveland Circle, on the Brighton/Brookline border. That 

lasted about ten years, until the theatre’s management put a 

low overhang at the entrance to the back lot, too low for a 

bus to pass under it. The Camp then went to the Riverside 

MBTA parking lot in Newton – a spacious area that was the 

special favorite of the New York folks who did not have to 

enter into any city traffic.

When the MBTA lot changed from free parking to paid 

parking (mid-1980s), the WEH Camp found another meeting 

place, this time the Franciscan Children’s Hospital parking 

lot in Brighton. This location, still used today, is ideal – right 

around the corner from the Club, easily reached by public 

transportation or even by foot for boys who live nearby; and 

easily accessible by car (right off Commonwealth Avenue and 

only about a mile from the Massachusetts Turnpike.)

Today, the driving time by bus is approximately  

2.5 hours. Surprisingly, in the 1930s it took only about 60 to 

90 minutes longer.

The trip to Camp has not always been smooth. There have 

been occasions when a driver took a wrong turn, when a 

detour caused a problem, or when some luggage under the 

bus came dislodged. More commonly, campers, especially 

new ones but even returning veterans, are understandably 

nervous on the bus ride about what awaits them and how 

they will get along with the other boys. As Jim Stoller recalls, 

you never knew what to expect and it always took a few 

minutes to know that things would be fine.

g e t t i n g  t o  c a m p g e t t i n g  t o  c a m p

Allie Coles with the busses, leaving for Camp from the parking lot 

at the Cleveland Circle Theatre, 1969
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The first group of boys in 1908 contained 18 boys (including Jack Burnes) and two counselors, all sleeping 

in tents. Even in the twenties and thirties, Hy Entin remembered, there were only 6 or 7 tents set up in 

the midst of the heavily treed grove, five boys per tent, each group staying only two weeks, generally four 

groups (two junior and two senior) per summer. Hy immigrated from Belarus in 1913 at the age of 5 and 

lived with his family for 10 years on Anderson Street in the West End. He was almost 12 when he first 

joined the Club (the youngest age at which boys were then eligible to join), and first attended Camp  

during the summer of 1920 at a cost of $5.00 ($10.00 including transportation costs for the smaller boys 

and $14.00 for the larger boys “who cannot pass for half-fare on the train”). He did not recall any particular 

daily schedule, but he clearly remembered “we were in Heaven...never had fights or fallout [and] met 

lifelong friends there.”

They got up early (around 6:30 AM), had hearty meals, spent lots of time in the lake (mostly without 

bathing suits), played baseball (including an annual game against Camp Brunonia), and relaxed around the  

“Sun Field” (now the outdoor basketball/volleyball court) and hiked around the area. Hy remembered  

Joe Hammer as the Director. He remembered there was no mail, in or out. He remembered lanterns in 

the tents, with electric lights only in the small dining hall. The bugs were not bad. The counselors told scary 

stories. As did everyone we talked to who was at the Camp before 1950, Hy clearly remembered the 

“Country Club” outhouse facilities that no one wanted to visit after dark. Hy went to Camp together with 

his close-knit group from the WEH’s Victory Club. He remembered bringing a single bag of clothes; the  

Camp supplied sheets, towels and pillows.

Later in the twenties, when Jim Kemp was the Camp Director, the daily routine was described this way: 

At least by the 1930s a basic daily schedule not unlike the current one was adopted—half the day on the 

waterfront, the other half playing a team sport, with some special activity at night. The days started with 

an early dip (and wash) in the pond, a practice that stopped years after the Camp was rebuilt in 1950, with 

bathrooms and shower facilities in each bunk, and when a healthy level of ecological awareness brought the 

use of soap in the lake to an end.

4. A Day In The Life At W.E.H. Camp

6.30 “Everybody Up” 
6.40 morning calisthenics 
6.45 morning dip  
7.00 breakfast  
10.00 tent inspection  
11.00 swimming instruction  
 for non-swimmers  
11.30 swim 
12  dinner 

2.00 afternoon activity (baseball,  
 indoor baseball, track)  
5.30  swim 
6.30 supper  
7.45 evening activity (amateur night, 
 mock trial, whist tournament, etc.) 
9.00 first bell 
9.15 “lights out”

From the 1960 SPIRIT comes this description of daily 

waterfront activities and the “buddy system.”  

This was before there were canoes, sailboats, or a 

powerboat.

Waterfront activities start before breakfast when the entire camp 
reports to the dock for a skinny-dip and flag raising ceremonies. 
Following breakfast and cleanup, two one hour instruction classes 
are held with approximately twenty-five boys in each class. The 
classes include boys in the beginners, intermediate, swimmer, and 
advanced swimmer levels. Before lunch the boys enjoy a one-half 
hour general swim, during which time all counselors and junior 
counselors are on duty as life guards. During general swim the boys 
are allowed to play around in the water and practice the skills they 
are taught during instruction. Each boy is classified by ability into 
three groups: beginner, novice, or swimmer. The reason for grouping 
the boys in this manner is to safeguard against any boy venturing out 
of his own area and therefore endangering himself. When general 
swim starts, each boy checks in with a buddy from his own group. 
Each boy must stay with his buddy during the swim and hold his 
buddy’s hand up when the buddy whistle is blown. If a boy loses his 
buddy the pool is cleared and the area is searched thoroughly. In 
this was we have a double check on the safety of each boy: from the 
life guards, and from the boy’s buddy. The afternoon program is the 
same as in the morning.

The July 26, 1970 issue of the Echo contains this matter-of-

fact description of the Camp day by Bobby Goober:

Each morning at 7:30 the bell rings and we wake up and get  
ready for breakfast. A second bell rings at 7:55, at which time we  
go to the Council Ring for the flag-raising ceremony. A 3rd and  
final bell rings at 8:00 and we go to the mess hall to eat.

After breakfast we go back to the bunks and clean them up.  
Then we have either waterfront activities or (athletic) leagues.  
An optional general swim follows, or we have free play.

A lunch bell rings at noon, and a half hour later we go right to 
the mess hall. After lunch we have rest period, and then either 
waterfront or leagues. Next we have a general swim or free play.

At 5:00 o’clock the first bell rings, and upon second bell at 5:25 
we go to the Council Ring for the lowering of the flag. At third bell 
(5:30) we go to the mess hall for supper.

After supper we have free play, and then a night activity.  
Afterwards we have cake and milk and then go to bed. Sometimes 
we play other camps in sports during the day, or if it is very hot  
we go to Kennard’s.

The 1993 “Welcome to West End House” issue of West  

End Weekly, by Adam Barr and Nick Brown, contained  

the following:

A Day In The Life at W.E.H.

This is for all of you campers who either forget or would like to know 
what happens in a typical day at West End House Camp. No day is 
ever the same so this is not precise.

7.30 am    First Bell Rings, this is rung by the cooks and its purpose 
is to summon all waiters and all kitchen crew (Waiters 
are campers, two per bunk who set up and maintain 
their bunk’s table. Kitchen crew is made up of first year 
c.i.t.’s so don’t worry about it unless you are one.)

8.00 am    Second Bell Rings, this is the camp’s wake-up call. When 
you hear this you go down to the front of the mess hall 
and line up by bunk. The flag is raised and everyone 
pledges their allegiance. Then, bunk by bunk you enter 
the mess hall to eat your breakfast and get assigned 
your activities for the morning.

9.00 am    Breakfast ends and Clean up begins. Clean up is a 
thorough cleaning of the bunks by the campers who 
inhabit them. It is scored by a counselor on duty to do so 
and the bunk who has the highest total of scores for the 
week gets rewarded.

9.45 am    Clean up ends and activities begin. You can have either 
waterfront or leagues depending on who has what 
(seniors will have one while juniors have the other). 
Waterfront is swimming along with other activities... It 
is split into two periods, one of instructional swim, and 
one of a fun activity. Leagues is a series of team sports. 
There will be 4 to 8 teams competing with each other in 
sports like basketball, softball, soccer, volleyball, football, 
handball, ultimate frisbee, and floor hockey.

11.30 am    First bell for lunch

12.00 pm    Second bell for lunch

1.00 pm    Lunch ends and rest period begins. During this time you 
rest up in your bunks in order to restore your energy for 
your afternoon activities that were assigned at lunch.

2.30 pm    Rest period ends and if you had leagues in the morning 
you have waterfront now and vice versa.

4.30 pm    First bell for dinner

5.00 pm    Second bell for dinner

6.00 pm    Dinner ends and you will have a short amount of time to 
do what you please called Free Play.

6.20 pm    A night activity begins such as Monte Carlo Night,  
Jai Alai, Gold Rush, Counselor Hunt, Stock Market, and 
many more.

8.00 pm    The night activity ends and your day is over. You return to 
your bunk, take showers, and prepare for Cake and Milk.

8.20 pm    Bunks are called down to the side of the mess hall for 
a piece of cake and a glass of milk. You return to your 

a  d a y  i n  t h e  l i f e  a t  w . e . h .  c a m p a  d a y  i n  t h e  l i f e  a t  w . e . h .  c a m p
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The annual, long-awaited, intensely observed, summer-culminating event called Color War has been the 

nearly unanimous favorite camper activity since it was first introduced in close to its present form in 1951. 

In 1949, Sam Pirri remembers, the entire camp engaged in a competition. The “West Enders” were placed 

on one team and the “out-of-towners” on the other. Sam recalls the West Enders prevailing easily. The 

next summer (1950), Sam’s last but the first in the new re-built Camp, the campers again were split in half 

for a multi-day sports competition, but this time by age and ability. One of Sam’s clearest memories from 

1950 was a boxing match between West End brothers Jimmy and Tommy Jackman, a match that had to 

be halted when the brothers would not stop swinging at the end of a round. In 1951, waterfront counselor 

Charlie LaMontagne (later Superintendent of Schools in Woburn) arrived in Camp. Charlie had been to 

other camps and had seen similar competitions. He organized and formalized the competition, named 

the teams Blue and White, and instituted a Song Night. Color War was born. Stan Appel, Dave Barron 

and Larry Alpert constituted the first winning coaching group, according to Larry Gilligan who, along with 

Marty Leppo and Charlie Egan, coached the losing side. It did not take long for things to heat up and for 

the reputation of the competition to spread. West Enders Tony LoVuolo and Ralph Santosuosso first came 

to Camp in 1953, and they clearly remember that they specifically chose the last two weeks because they 

wanted to experience Color War, which they had heard about from friends back home like Roger Jackman 

and Dom Sarcia.

5. Color War

1991 Getting ready for Song Night, Blue Team

Color War works like this: The entire camper corps is 

divided into two teams, Blue and White. Each team is further 

divided into five or six teams, primarily by age. Over the 

course of the five days, the age-group teams compete against 

each other in basketball, softball, football/kickball, volleyball/

newcomb, soccer, water polo, track-and-field, swimming, 

tug-of-war and spelling bees. The teams also compete in 

an “Apache Relay,” in which each member of both teams is 

assigned a task, whether it be running a lap of the ballfield, 

shooting baskets, canoeing to Kennard’s, balancing an egg, 

answering a question, etc., all to be completed in prescribed 

order before the other team can complete the same tasks. 

The final morning is usually set aside for two “Omelette” 

softball games (Juniors and Seniors), the final afternoon for 

rehearsals, and the final night is always Song Night, where 

each team of approximately 60 tired and hoarse campers 

presents itself, in uniform, to a panel of three carefully chosen 

“out-of-camp” judges in marches, formations, skits, songs 

and chants, all of which have been hopefully memorized 

and rehearsed during team meetings and free moments 

throughout the five days. 

Every competition yields points for the victors. Points can 

also be deducted for poor behavior. A running tally of 

the points is kept and announced regularly, at meal times. 

Meal times are different; quiet is enforced, subject to point 

deductions, until competition results are announced at 

the end of each meal. Whichever team has the most total 

points after Song Night ends is the winner. The final results 

are announced in the Mess Hall (after ice cream is served) 

in a super-tense atmosphere shortly after the end of the 

Song Night event. Sometimes the final tally is a foregone 

conclusion because one side led by too much of a margin 

for Song Night to change the ending. Other times, and 

there have been many, things are much too close to call, and 

everyone holds their collective breath as the scores are read. 

Either way, the reading of the final score sparks a huge, final 

celebration for the victors, and momentary despair for the 

vanquished. But the end of Color War also immediately stops 

whatever divided the boys, and that is always a welcome 

relief as well. 

1991 Getting ready for Song Night, Blue Team

1991 During Song Night, 

White Wranglers

c o l o r  w a r c o l o r  w a r
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1992 Color War Blue Team

1992 Color War White Team 1994 Color War Blue Team

1994 Color War White Team

c o l o r  w a rc o l o r  w a r
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This summary will seem much too matter-of-fact to anyone 

who has ever experienced the event. There is great and 

growing anticipation for Color War throughout the summer, 

especially among those who have been at Camp the longest 

each summer. First-time campers have no way to know 

what they are in for, but they certainly know that something 

special is coming. Everyone knows that Color War comes 

near the end of the Camp season, but the date, time and 

manner in which it will start is a closely-guarded, though 

much discussed, secret. Who will be on which team? Will 

friends be together or on opposing teams? What will be the 

team names? Who will be team captains? Who will be the 

coaches? Counselors encourage speculation. Bluffs and feints 

are common. Here are just a couple of descriptions of Color 

War starts, from the 1988 and 1992 Spirits, both written  

by Brian Bloch:

1988: It was Wednesday night, August 9, and Color War had still 
not started. Everyone was gathered in the Rec Hall taking part in 
the night activity, which was Jai-Alai. The second game was starting, 

and instead of the players saying, “West End House, we salute you” 
which was the normal introduction to the game, they said, “West 
End House, YOUR COLOR WAR IS NOW!!” As Color War was 
being announced, Kevin Lustig slyly moved from the betting tables 
to the stage to perfectly time the setting off of the fireworks. That 
was it. The 1988 Color War had officially started. It was absolute 
PANDEMONIUM!! !

All the campers fled out of the Rec Hall still shocked from the Color 
War fake out that Chip Lesburg, the photographer, had pulled on us 
earlier that day. At the ballfields, the campers had gradually formed 
into two groups. Since we still didn’t know what team we were on, 
all we could do is give high fives, and stare the other team down. 
When the announcement was made, both groups went down to 
their instructed areas, and that’s when the campers could see that 
the Volleyball Court was the Blue headquarters, and the Waterfront 
was the White’s.

1992: On Wednesday morning it had been made apparent that 
Mike Andelman, the progam director, had been fired. At breakfast 
he said goodbye, and when the meal was over, he was gone. Many 
of the campers were upset … some of them were brought to 

2001 Song Night, Blue Glory

2001 Song Night, White War

tears. Needless to say, it was not a happy morning at West End 
House Camp. After an endless morning, first bell finally ring. You 
could tell, however, that camp was just not the same. The kids were 
still down and upset about Mike being fired, and the counselors 
didn’t even know what to think. There was just a floating layer of 
disappointment, anger, and confusion hovering over camp … 

The campers somberly assembled in front of the Mess Hall to wait 
to be let in for lunch. Once all the staff and campers quieted down, 
Bill began to make the normal pre-lunch announcements: letters 
must be passed in before dinner, make sure to take down your 
laundry, etc … 

Just as Bill was finishing up his announcements, Dwight Day, the 
camp’s custodian, pulled his tractor up in front of the Mess Hall. 
Dwight was pulling a trailer filled with leaves and greenery. When 
Bill turned around to look over at Dwight, from underneath all of 
the bushes, Mike Andelman came flying out of the trailer screaming, 
COLOR WAR IS NOW!! !”

Counselors are, of course, a huge part of Color War. Each 

team, Blue and White, has a Head Coach and five or six 

(originally only two) other coaches. To be chosen as a 

Color War coach is an honor. The coaches’ jobs go far 

beyond setting team lineups, game strategies and providing 

encouragement once the games begin, although surely they 

do all of that. Long before the start they must also establish 

a team name and theme, write effective songs (which will 

be immortalized by being printed in the year’s Spirit), chants 

and skits, and design and produce uniforms. They must do 

all of this in their off-hours, secretly, so that the campers 

will not learn their identities. They also participate in the 

formulation of the teams. It is in everyone’s interest to try to 

make the Blue and White teams, and the age-group teams 

comprising each, as “equal” and competitive as possible. 

No one wants a lopsided five day competition. Once the 

competition starts, the coaches also need to encourage and 

1994 Color War Officials
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coax their teams to learn the songs, etc. Rehearsal times 

are provided. The counselors who do not coach serve as 

referees, scorekeepers, etc. and often have their own theme 

and esprit de corps.

There are endless stories and memories about Color War. 

Here are just a few:

In 1961, for the only time, Color War was not decided on Song Night 
but the following morning after a replaying of a disputed Junior 
Omelette game (also then called “all-star” game), occasioned by 
Stuart “Skippy” Stearns’ bunt. The dispute is also a difficult memory 
to Bobby Gordon, the winning Head Coach..

In 1963 or 1964, there was a camper named Howie Gershman who 
was a fine piano player. He had made an important contribution 
to his team’s Song Night success in the prior year’s Color War. 
Mysteriously (?), the Rec Hall piano was found to be out of 
commission shortly before Song Night, threatening to neutralize the 
“Gershman” advantage. However, George Mouradian appeared 
in the nick of time, installing his own piano in the Rec Hall shortly 
before Song Night was to begin. 

Also in 1964, for the first time ever, one of the teams (Blue, led by 
Bobby, Dave and Peter Gordon and captained by Joel Saperstein) 
created a theme (the Pirates) for their Song Night, taking their 
opponents completely by surprise. Blue, however, lost Song Night but 
romped to a big win anyway.

In 2004, brothers Jake and Matt Ryter competed in a Color War 
distance race. The race was important to the teams, of course, but 
there were family bragging rights at stake also. Nearing the end of 
the race Jake, the younger brother, made a move to pass Matt and 
somehow ended up in the nearby woods.

Intensity is the rule. As Scott Rosenblatt announced for 

“those of you who don’t know” in “What Is Color War 

Anyway?” in a 1990 West End Weekly, “Color War is one 

hundred times (actual measurements) as intense as leagues.” 

Each and every camper is challenged (by his coaches but 

even more by his teammates) to try his very best, with the 

best attitude and no excuses, for the full five days, knowing 

that his team depends on him, that every member of the 

team counts. It is often through Color War that the Camp’s 

competitive ethos is best expressed: It is not that “winning 

is everything,” as Vince Lombardi, the famous coach of the 

Green Bay Packers, is supposed to have said, but that trying 

one’s best is everything. No matter what has happened 

earlier in the summer, it becomes very difficult, during Color 

War, for a camper not to give his maximum effort in pursuit 

of the group goal. For some it comes naturally, but for many 

others, it is something they have never done before, and 

perhaps have never been asked to do before. It is not an easy 

five days, but it is a valuable life lesson. They love it, win or 

lose, and they remember it.

Color War, originally a four day event with three coaches 

on each side and very simply Blue against White, has now 

evolved into something akin to a Hollywood production. 

Starts and various team entrances have in the past involved 

a helicopter, planes, police and fire vehicles, and limousines. 

Names of the teams have ranged from the Pirates (the first 

theme name used, in 1964), to the impressive Mighty White 

Warriors of 1982, to the humorous Blue Dog Pound of 1994. 

The Andelman Brothers (David, Michael and Danny, also 

known as Cooker) could always be counted on for surprises 

in Color War, as well as during the regular season.

During one Color War when it appeared that the two teams 

might possibly tie, Bill Margolin drew up directions on what 

to do in case there was a tie in total score at the end of Song 

Night. The letter was sealed in an envelope, and to this day 

rests in the cabinet in Bill’s office. The contents are a source 

of constant conjecture. All Bill will say is that it does not call 

for any additional activities.

BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

1951 Larry Gilligan Stan Appel W (but not sure)

Marty Leppo Dave Barron

Charlie Egan Larry Alpert

1952

1953

1954

1955 Ralph 
Santosuosso

Sid Boorstein Frank Jackman B

1956 J. Russo B 873-795

1957 Arnie Zaff B 562-517

1958 Jimmy Meirick Mike McCain Stan Kramer B 459-457

1959 HOWIE LEVINE Neal Gore PAUL LEVY Alan Spector After supper W 374 5/6 - 373 1/6 G. Feld

Arnie Zaff Dick Penn Steve Goldman card search

Don Marcus Bernie Krasnoff

1960 BOBBY GORDON Normie Becker RALPH SANTOSUOSSO Sam Rosenberg Dedication of W 522.2 - 414.8 P. Levy

Ned Lebow Steve Hyman new camp area

Izzy Kaplan Neal Andelman

1961 BOBBY GORDON Marc Bornstein PAUL LEVY Steve Brown Replacement B 562-553 C. Hennekens

Charlie Ayvazian Bucky Caron Olympics

Al Siegal Al Garsys

Normie Becker Sam Rosenberg

Dave Gordon Al Tebbetts

Paul Lipof Andy Alessi

1962 DAVE GORDON Mark Kellner BUDDY O’NEIL Ricky Goldstein Waterskiiers B 593.65 - 543.85 Al Garsys

Mark Hurwitz Sharky Garsys in blue & white

Bill Margolin Elliot Entner

Norm Becker Andy Alessi

Paul Lipof Ricky Weitzman

Tom Hennekens Danny Lief

1963 BILL MARGOLIN Steve Rubin ANDY ALESSI Eliot Sargon Stoney shot B 508 - 432 Bobby Gordon?

Lennie Tolin Paul Renfrew from cannon

Dickie Foster Bob Aisner

Steve Brown Henry Barr

Frank Jackman Peter Gordon

Jeff Gordon Richie Wynn

Ricky Goldstein Joel Goober

1964 BOB GORDON Joel Saperstein Pirates ANDY ALESSI Barry Ratner Scavenger B 518 - 422 Charlie

Dave Gordon Carl Anderson hunt? Hennekens?

Toby Marotta Bill Margolin

Bob Aisner Frank Jackman

Peter Gordon Mark Kellner

Larry Taylor Tony Alessi

1965 FRANK JACKMAN Keith Sherman Astros CARL ANDERSON Neal Gerber Spartans On screen W 512.7 - 469.3

Steve Brown Tony Alessi Joel Saperstein at end of movie

Fred London

1966 NORM SAVAGE Steve Dushan Savages GERRY FELD Burt Savitsky Wizards B 518.8 - 502.2

Rich Godfrey Kevin Burke

Rich Wynn Mark Kellner

Fred London Barry Shuman

Color War 
(Head coaches’ names in capital letters.)
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BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

Paul Dominico Ron Cancelieri

Keith Sherman Neal Gerber

Dick Sharpstein Steve Provizer

1967 STEVE BROWN Cary Richards Minutemen TONY ALESSI Peter Nason Knights Fake swim B 574 - 531

Rich Wynn Ron Cancelieri tests/Olympics

Dick Sharpstein Marty Jacobs

R. Wolbarsht Bert Savitsky

Steve Dushan Terry Coombs

C. Schwartz Barry Ratner

1968 REGGIE BIRD Billy Swartz Archers RON CANCELIERI Neil Goldberg Brigade 2nd yr CIT Play B 505.6 - 486.4

Marty Jacobs Roger Sherman Dana Jackson

Alan Rudnick John Diem

Dick Sharpstein Steve Gordon

Keith Sherman Skippy Stearns

Larry Burrows Jan Singer

Peter Nason Jeff Gordon

1969 PETER GORDON Peter Kaplan Hombres KEITH SHERMAN Mike Finn Great White Gold Rush B 555.5 - 544.5

Marty Jacobs Dick Sharpstein Hope

Jan Singer Joel Saperstein

Jimmy Gordon Larry Burrows

Chet Hurwitz Rob Sharpstein

Billy Swartz Roger Sherman

1970 BILL MARGOLIN Mitchell Asch Gypsies MARTY JACOBS Jon Klapman Olympians Monte Carlo/ B 564.33 - 555.67 Reggie Bird

Jan Singer Steve Dushan Paul Maslow Glaven Raffle

Dick Morton Larry Burrows

Bob Sherman Chet Hurwitz

Billy Swartz Rob Sharpstein

Mike Finn Peter Kaplan

1971 JAN SINGER Ned Cohen Comanches LARRY BURROWS Rick Schwartz Vikings Mark Fanger W 553 - 547 Reggie Bird

Jimmy Gordon Steve Dushan Steve Lepler in Sea Plane Marty Jacobs

Chet Hurwitz Mark O’Donoghue

John Corliss Rob Sharpstein

Mike Finn Allan Jacobs

Dave Bikofsky Peter Kaplan

Steve Marcus Jon Klapman

1972 PETER AVERGUN Rico Gordon Bandits JIM DIEM Tom Regis Spirit 14&Under W 440.75 - 430.75

Mike Finn Chuck Giancola Marist

Dave Bikofsky Ralph Day basketball

Goug Hill Mark Cohn

Steve Marcus Howie Wynn

Ned Cohen Bruce Goldhagen

Jeff Solomon Steve Lepler

1973 BOB SHERMAN Wayne Swartz Angels CHUCK GIANCOLA Mark Swartz Crusade Warden W 457.5 - 446.5 Bill Margolin

Bob Ferriero Peter Prindle Cochrane

Allan Jacobs Mike Cataldo

Dave Bikofsky Mark McCrensky

Steve Marcus Steve Lepler

Ned Cohen Ricky Schwartz

Ricky Gordon Jeff Kublin

Scott Civian Steve Prelack

1974 MIKE FINN Alex Berger Train PETER PRINDLE Steve Kalick Magicians Fireworks B 540 - 505.5 Tank Sherman

ALLAN JACOBS Mark Markel Steve Katzen Evan Hack at dinner Peter Nason

Peter Avergun Jeff Solomon

BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

Dave Bikofsky Steve Prelack

Mark McCrensky Paul Cohen

Howie Finn Neal Beberman

Dave Barenberg Mark Swartz

1975 MIKE CATALDO Alan Hack Raiders STEVE LEPLER Jimmy Musiker Sensation Don Dutch’s B 484-481

Wayne Swartz Neal Shrier Larry Bernard Bobby Eggert wallet

Howie Finn Neal Piltch Willy Gropman

Dan Alford Steve Prelack

Evan Hack Paul Cohen

Al Peoples Ricky Shrier

1976 JEFF KUBLIN Steve Kasten Family PAUL COHEN Ricky Ross Pioneers Stockmarket B 555.5 - 518.5 Steve Lepler

Ned Cohen Evan Dameshek NEAL PILTCH Mike Cooper Game Jeff Solomon

Ricky Schwartz Terry Bendl Aaron Singer

Neal Beberman Mike Eggert

Alex Berger Bob Goober

Evan Hack Scott Resnick

Neal Shrier Paul Galaid

1977 ALEX BERGER Peter Gosule Convoy EVAN HACK Ronnie Klingsberg Stallions Berger-Goober W 549.6 - 428.4 David Eagle

Steve Brambilla Ron Leppo Bob Goober J eff Yarckin Watermelon

Jimmy Cohen Andy Lenick

Scott Resnick Alan Sands

Bob Marcus Neil Shrier

Jay Cohen Alan Hack

1978 SCOTT RESNICK Mark Leventhal Rebels ANDY LENICK Mitch Podufaly Dragons Phil Day’s B 583 - 501 Jeff Solomon

AL HACK Eric Resnick Evan Hack Howie Green backhoe/

AL SANDS Jeff Walker mini-golf

Alex Berger David Eagle

Peter Chantiles John Sylvan

Dana Bassiacos Brett Barenholtz

Jimmy Cohen Bobby Ryter

1979 JEFF WALKER Mark Sands Cavalry DAVID EAGLE Kenny Klapman Tribe Firing of W 566.67 - 538.33 Paul Cohen

Peter Chantiles Mark Gladstone Dana Bassiacos Larry Stern Alex Berger Jeff Solomon

Neil Silverston Scott Gilbert Brett Barenholtz Ricky Leppo

Bobby Ryter Neal Isaacson

Steve Sands Ronnie Klingsberg

Mike Paul Peter Gosule

Eric Resnick Howie Green

1980 ALEX BERGER Jamie Klingsberg Buccaneers EVAN HACK Dean Goldberg Outlaws B 603-501

Dana Bassiacos Brett Barenholtz R Bernstein

Stu Silberberg Bobby Ryter

David Eagle Peter Gosule

Neil Issacson Eric Resnick

Jim Stoller Bruce Levine

Marc Gladstone ?

1981 SCOTT RESNICK Jeff Ganz Berets BRETT BARENHOTZ David Glazer Syndicate W 541 - 527

Danny Aronson Hal Scheurich Bobby Ryter Jeff Cohen

Stu Silberberg Adam Sussman Bruce Levine David Sibell

Steve Shapiro Greg Jones

Doug Andler Eric Resnick

Jeff Goldstein Andy Chaban

Jamie Klingsberg Ralph Santosuosso, Jr.

1982 JIM STOLLER Andrew Leppo Lords DAN ARONSON Paul Klapman Warriors Treasure Hunt/ B 592 - 497

Alex Berger John Stoller STU SILBERBERG Brian Levy Diamonds
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BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

Dean Goldberg Eric Sussman Bill Margolin

Eric Resnick

Ken Klapman

1983 ERIC RESNICK Danny Ganz Force JIM STOLLER Greg Harper Union Airplane W 644 - 473

Mark Gladstone Michael Gladstone Howie Green Jay DiRuscio dropped confetti

David Katz Brian Hussey Stu Silberberg Alan Niss

Dean Goldberg Adam Sussman

Evan Medoff

Doug Andler

1984 ADAM SUSSMAN Neil Weiss Dynasty STU SILBERBERG David Andelman Alliance End of 15 & B 562 - 529

Greg Harper Jim Klapman John Stoller Stu Michelob under RH game

Eric Sussman Dean Goldberg

Gerry Walsh David Katz

J. McEachern Jay Diruscio

1985 KEVIN LUSTIG Rob Snyder Defenders JOHN STOLLER Jim Klapman Express Flag Raising B 564 - 531 Gerry Walsh

JOHN SULLIVAN Lonnie Elfbaum JUDD BRANDEIS Rob Goldstein Dean Goldberg

Andy Cohen Mike Sibell Scott Goldberg Bill Margolin

Mike Galdstone Robbie Goldberg

Neil Weiss Jay DiRuscio

Lee Rappaport Dave Andelman

1986 KEVIN LUSTIG Michael Andelman Brotherhood DEAN GOLDBERG Eric Liebman Vice W 643 - 452

Lee Rappaport Andrew Zinman John Stoller Daniel (DJ) Kaplan

Neil Weiss David Andelman

Robert Snyder Mike Gladstone

Mike Sibell John Zinman

Jon Schwartz Andrew Hurvitz

1987 NEIL WEISS Greg Freedman Platoon LEE RAPPAPORT Matt Bloch Untouchables Health B 631 - 472 John Stoller

Rob Snyder Greg Kaplan Mike Andelman Jon Sawyer Inspector

Jon Zinman David Mendelsohn Evan Cohen Gilbert Michelson

David Harris Andrew Hurvitz

Jon Schwartz Andy Zinman

1988 JOHN STOLLER Mike Yaffe Machine KEVIN LUSTIG Mike Santosuosso Empire Jai Alai, B 552 - 548 John Zinman

Lee Rappaport Adam Ferrin David Andelman Peter Lesburg after photo Jon Schwartz

Lane Davis Brian Labell Mike Andelman fakeout

Danny Levine Morry Levine

Matt Bloch Greg Freedman

Greg Kaplan Andy Zinman?

1989 KEVIN LUSTIG Danny Andelman Fever JOHN ZINMAN Ron Glickman Predators Talent night, B 584 - 520 Dave Andelman

Lane Davis Brian Bloch Adam Bernard Jon Santer after 5A fake Mike Andelman

Morry Levine Scott Eagerman Danny Levine Eric Wilensky

Matt Winer Andrew Zinman

Matt Bloch Eric Liebman

Brett Wilensky Adam Ferrin

1990 Brian Bloch Todd Paris Cartel Dave Andelman Ron Glickman Bad Boys Hurv feud with W 671 - 429 Matt Bloch

Rich Grealish Chris Davis Dan Andelman E J Michelson Dave Andelman

Lane Davis Scott Taitelbaum Mike Andelman

Dan Levine Gilbert Michelson

Matt Holt

Mike Santosuosso

1991 MIKE ANDELMAN Teddy Haas Jungle MATT BLOCH Erik Goroshko Wranglers End of W 556 - 540 Dave Andelman

DAN LEVINE JoelKatzen MORRY LEVINE Bill Condon counselor hunt Adam Alfred

Danny Andelman Joey Dolan Brett Wilensky Victor Pelegrin

Gilbert Michelson Brian Bloch

BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

Eric Wilensky Scott Eagerman

Billy Faria Dave Gorin

1992 MIKE SANTOSUOSSO Steve Dancey Undertakers BRIAN BLOCH Caleb Englander Rock ‘N Roll Fired Mike B 563 - 542 Mike Andelman

DAN ANDELMAN Ryan Wilensky Brett Wilensky Mike Hahn Andelman

Billy Faria Bryan Sandler Ron Cochran Nick Brown returns

Scott Eagerman Todd Grossman

Gil Michelson Eric Wilensky

Mike DeGrande Dave Gorin

1993 Eric Wilensky Steve Wynn Justice Dan Andelman Ian Halbert High Roller Bill opening/ B 577 - 527 Brett Wilensky

Adam Bernstein Caleb Englander reading letter

Ron Cochran Mike Troubh

Brian Bloch Mike Andelman

Todd Grossman Dave Gorin

Billy Faria Mike Santosuosso

1994 Billy Faria Joey Apotheker Dog Pound Dave Gorin Mike Banville Regime Super Skit W 574 - 526 Brian Bloch

Adam Alfred Mark Gordon Adam Bernstein Geoff Dancey Night;no Matt Wynn

Ron Cochran Dave Monahan Josh Mendelsohn Kevin Mahoney glow sign

Caleb Englander Ryan Wilensky

Todd Grossman Eric Wilensky

Dan Andelman Mike Santosuosso

1995 Mike Santosuosso Gui Stampur Riot Caleb Englander Tim DeGrande SWAT No Sea Dogs B 553 - 547 Eric Wilensky

Dave Gorin Evan Madden- Brian Bloch Andre Walker game Adam Barr

Jason Gorin    Peister Scott Taitelbaum

Josh Mendelsohn Ryan Wilensky

Jesse Katz Adam Bernstein

Steve Wynn Billy Faria

1996 Mike Santosuosso Mike Gordon Regulators Caleb Englander Aaron Kesner Insanity Firecrackers W 600 - 495 Nick Brown

Jason Gorin Aaron Englander Steve Dancey Dave Hahn after dinner Ian Halbert

Matt Wynn Nik Monahan Danny Walsh Danny Barr

Josh Mendelsohn Adam Barr

Jared Auerbach Steve Wynn

Joey Apotheker Ryan Wilensky

1997 Caleb Englander Dave Klapman Men In Blue Steve Wynn Matt Neimark Paradise Gottlieb Hunt W 601 - 503 Ryan Wilensky

Steve Dancey Matt Solomon Ian Halbert Shawn Klezmer Adam Barr

Danny Walsh Jason Kublin Matt Wynn Mike Sandler Mike Santosuosso

Nick Brown Gui Stampur

Jared Auerbach Geoff Dancey

Steve Cohn Andrew Berger

1998 Steve Dancey Mike Neimark Militia Ryan Wilensky Charlie Green Diesel AM Pledge Of B 567 - 530 Adam Barr

Mike Gordon Justin Kesner Mike Lamkin Mike Handell Allegiance Steve Wynn

Steve Cohn Aaron Englander Jed Friedman

Adam Avakian Aaron Kesner

Danny Walsh Danny Barr

Geoff Dancey Ian Halbert

1999 Mike Lamkin Harris Freiss Vandals Adam Barr Marko Stamenovic Stars Ian/Ooba W 558 - 481 Ryan Wilensky

Adam Avakian Steve Wynn Drew Thomases argument Bill Margolin

Danny Barr Aaron Kesner

Aaron Englander Mike Gordon

Bobby Shifman Jared Wilk

Jason Kublin Jed Friedman

2000 Mike Gordon Greg Dancey Legion Aaron Englander Lyle Friess Burn Cataldo benches B 575 - 530 Aaron Kesne

Justin Kesner Anthony Piccioli Bobby Shifman David Goldstein ceremony Danny Walsh

Jason Kublin Ian Greenblatt Jed Friedman Robbie Gordon
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BLUE WHITE

COACHES CAPTAINS THEME COACHES CAPTAINS THEME START RESULT BOSS

Danny Barr Adam Avakian

Jared Wilk Harris Friess

Justin Goldstein Shawn Klezner

2001 Greg Dancey Brian Handell Glory Dave Goldstein Tomas Farrell War Kitchen W 594 - 504 Mike Gordon

Bobby Shifman Connor Monahan Harris Friess Yonas Mellesse windows Steve Wynn

Jared Wilk Eric Phillipeaux Jason Kublin Lonnell Wright slam open

Aaron Englander Danny Barr

Drew Thomases Lee Perryman

Jeff Berger Robbie Gordon

2002 HARRIS FRIESS Jason Harris Stealth JASON KUBLIN Andrew Crispin Funk Dooba & Mike B 597 - 501 Danny Barr

Jeffrey Berger Bernie McTernan Greg Dancey Scott Picard from Bryna’s car Aaron Englander

Lyle Friess Max Parker Jed Friedman Jordan Zullo Mike Gordon

David Goldstein Jason Gibbs

Robbie Gordon Drew Thomases

Evan Lepler Seth Thomases

2003 JEFF BERGER Josh Angoff RoughRiders DREW THOMASES Nate Seiberling Conquest Jim the Cook W 614 - 485 Danny Barr

Danny Barr Eric Morris Adam Cohen-Leadholm Danny Weistrop

Jason Gibbs Max Parker Greg Dancey

Robbie Gordon Tomas Farrell

Blake Kampen Ian Greenblatt

Josh Swiecicki Brian Handell

Chico Kramer Calvin Rodman

2004 Robbie Gordon Andrew Blute Wild Josh Swiecicki James Adams Fraternity 1A/Staff Jai Alai B 559 - 538 Danny Barr

Evan Lepler Artie Jones Brenden Taylor

Damon Cashman Richie Smith

Mark Balmazi Tommy Kandler

Jeff Levine Zac Gordon

Jon Kander Andrew Crispin

2005 Zac Gordon Sam Finn Shield Danny Barr Ganson Pollock Kings Hike/pies in B 551 - 550 Robbie Gordon

Andy Trafford Matt Newman Evans Joseph Evan Taylor Steve’s face Evan Lepler

Tommy Kandler Andrew Solomon Josh Swiecicki

Andrew Crispin John Moriarty

Dan Hoppin Rashad Cudjoe

Jon Kander James Adams

2006 Evan White Danny Bernard Armada Rashad Cudjoe Zach Goroshko United Bill with B 567 - 533 Josh Swiecicki

Sam Freund Matt Freund James Adams Ryan Leary laundry bag Robbie Gordon

Jeremy Finney Rich Reid Chris Ruocchio Danny Walsh

Brandon Avergon Dave Voshchin

Josh Daigle Jason Cohen

Mike Stawowy Mo Williams

2007 JASON COHEN Nick Sobel Brethren JAMES ADAMS Ben Liebman Saints Air horn blast B 556 - 546 Evan Lepler

Rashad Cudjoe Jeremy Rubera Evan White Jared Klapman before lunch Josh Swiecicki

Jake Wright Shawn Leahy Brandon Avergon Shaun Cronin Danny Walsh

Danny Bernard Sam Jekowsky

Josh Daigle David Voshchin

Jeremy Finney Jesse Charne-Golden

It is not just in Color War that competition is keen. Everyday “Leagues” competition certainly brings out 

challenges, and games and tournaments by selected age-group teams against rival camps, at home and 

away, also have long (at least since the 1930s) been very popular and much anticipated.

From 1993 West End Weekly (produced by Adam Barr and Nick Brown), article by Nick Brown:

One of the more popular aspects of the athletics at West End House Camp is the intercamp sports program. Teams 
are formed from campers of certain ages and compete in various sports against other camps in the area. West End’s 
teams are always symbolized by their attitude to always give it everything they have and be as competitive as possible. 
If you have not tried out for a team yet, be sure to find out which teams you might be able to play on, because there is 
always some team practicing and gearing up for a big game or tournament.

The first intercamp competition is always the annual 15 & under basketball game at home versus Camp Robin Hood 
… Over the years, Robin Hood has become our toughest rival camp …

6. Intercamp Competitions

1998 15 & Under Champs at Robin Hood, with coach Ryan Wilensky
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Don’t be afraid to try out for any team if you are the right age 
– anyone has a chance to earn a spot on a team. The experience of 
playing on an inter-camp team is unlike any other part of camp, and 
can be very fun and very rewarding.

The 1997 Spirit, a recap of the summer’s intercamp 

competition results, again by Nick Brown, then the 

“Intercamp Czar,” included this:

You know how important the West End House Camp athletic 
tradition is, and you do your best to perpetuate it …  
Year in and year out, West End is stronger and tougher than  
all other camps, but also more gentlemanly. 1997 was no  
different. In the 13 hoop final, a referee tried to tell us to give up 
late in the game when we were down. We kept scrapping and 
fouling, doing everything possible to try and win before the last 
whistle blew. Despite the defeat that was one of my proudest 
moments … 

From the 2000 Spirit’s “Message from the Intercamp Sports 

Director” Mike Gordon:

Intercamp sports at West End have always been very important to 
me, as they are to many others, from the kids who work hard and 
play on the teams, to the coaches who put the time into it, to the 
former counselors who drive up to camp to watch the House Game. 
Intercamp events not only give the kids a chance to showcase their 
skills against other camps, but they mold together a group of kids 
into a team. Although campers play on league teams every day, 
playing on an intercamp team gives them a lesson in commitment, 
hard work, and West End pride. Having practice every day gives 
the kids a sense of what it is like to play for a high school team, and 
hopefully instills in them the dedication necessary to be successful in 
organized competition … Most importantly … all West End teams 
showed great sportsmanship. This really is the most important thing, 
not only to Bill Margolin, but to the counselors as well. West End 
House has a reputation of playing hard, leaving everything on the 
field, playing fair, and being good sportsmen, a reputation that was 
well-deserved during the summer of 2000.

“SPIRIT is the West End House Yearbook…to those who are in any way associated with the  

West End House, spirit means much more.

First, there is the “spirit” of the House. This intangible is the motivating force responsible for the great  

work done by our Camp Committee, our Alumni Association, and the entire staff here in camp. It welds 

these groups into a force so effective that the W.E.H. Camp is one of the finest organizations of its kind.

Second, there’s the “spirit” our boys display every day here in camp. It involves the good  

sportsmanship they learn and practice, that extra spark that wins a race, and the knowledge of how  

to win and lose gracefully.

“Spirit” is a group of campers sitting around a bonfire and singing the West End House Alma Mater.  

As the strains of the House Song fill the air, “spirit” is never more evident.

Spirit Plus Integrity Run In Tradition. There is no place on earth where this is truer than at the West End  

House Camp.” Neal Andelman, Editor, 1960 Spirit.

The founder and first Editor of the SPIRIT was Howard Levine. From time to time through the years,  

a camp newspaper (usually, but not always, called the ECHO), has also been published.

7. The Spirit (Annual Yearbook)

Editors: 

Howard Levine (1958-9)

Neal Andelman (1960-1), assisted by Bill “Snoopy” 
Margolin

Billy Margolin (1962-64, 70-71)

Fred Rapaport (1965)

Dana A. Jackson (1966-69)

Howie Wynn (1972-73)

Gottlieb and David Barenberg (1974) 
(Echo – Jeff Solomon)

Jeff Solomon (Neal Andelman’s nephew) 
(1975-76, 78-79)

David Goldman (1977)

Steven Shapiro (1980)

David Sibell and Adam Sussman (1982)

Kevin Lustig (1985)

Mark Stuart Lustig (1987)

Brian Bloch and 4B (1988) 

Kevin Lustig (1989)

Brian Bloch, Danny Andelman, Billy Faria, 
Todd Grossman & Josh Mendelsohn (1990)

Brian Bloch, Todd Grossman, Danny Andelman, 
Hal Schwartz, Scott Eagerman and 
Nick Brown (1991) 

Scott Rosenblatt, Hal Schwartz and 
Nick Brown (1992) 

Adam Barr and Nick Brown (1993-4)

Nick Brown (1995-6)

Michael Kunerth, Jared Wilk, Mike Garon, 
Bobby Shifman, Adam Avakian and 
Mark Gordon (1997)(1998)

Evan Lepler (1999-2001)

Coordinated by Bill Margolin and Steve Lepler, 
with help from Bryna Leeder (2002-7)
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Dedications: 

1961 Charlie Ayvazian and Ralph Santosuosso

1966 West End House

1967 Ralph Haliburton

1968 Allie Coles

1971 Allie Coles

1972 George Mouradian

1973 George Mouradian (on his retirement after 26 years)
 Allie Coles (In Memory)

1974 Billy Margolin

1975 The PEOPLE of the WEHC
 Morris “Lucky” Boorstein (In Memory)

1976 Phil Day

1978 Joseph Kaplan

1979 Michael W. Cataldo, Sr.

1980 Dr. Charles Schlosberg

1985 Dwight Day

1987 Alex “Yogi” Berger

1988 Joe Spinale

1989 Michael W. Cataldo, Sr.

1990 Dr. Charles Schlosberg (In Memory)

1991 Eddie Andelman

1992 Alex Berger (in honor of the birth 
 of his daughter Freda)

1993 Dr. Michael Kita

1994 Dwight Day (In Memory)

1995 The Senior Counselors

1996 Norman Scott
 Barney Yanofsky (In Memory) 

1997 Joseph Kaplan (In Memory of true West Ender,
 lifelong member; over 30 years as Chairman of 
 Camp Committee)

1998 Dr. Michael Kita (In Memory)

1999 Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. (In Memory) 

2000 Louis I. Kane (In Memory) 

2001 Max Feld (In Memory) and 
 Allan Romanow (In Memory) 

2002 Brian J. Honan (In Memory)

2003 George E. Kane

2004 Ian Greenblatt (In Memory)

2005 Norman and Joan Scott

2006 Bert and Esther Wynn

2007 James Jackson Storrow, our Founder and Benefactor;
 Mitchell Freiman, our first Superintendent who found

our home on Long Pond;
 Jack Burnes, our Executive Director 1916-1956; and
 Bill Margolin, celebrating his 50th year

The West End House, like any other well established institution, is steeped in traditions. In the case of the 

Camp, this also encompasses activities as well as policies. The following alphabetical list describes a few 

of these traditions that continue to this day. Certainly there are others, as well as those that have been 

discontinued for whatever reasons. 

Apache Relay (introduced by Bobby Gordon in 1959)

The entire camp is split into teams that compete in a series of relay or “tagging” events. This is part of  

the description of the event from the 1959 SPIRIT: “Each boy was responsible for one event. One was to 

run to his bunk, get pajamas, then go to the waterfront and swim one lap; another was to sing “Yankee 

Doodle Dandy” with crackers in his mouth; another, to get a ringer; and one more, to roll a potato from 

first base to second base with the nose. Many of these events brought laughter, but thrilled every boy as 

he watched the members of his team run wild up and down the camp grounds. The greatest thrill of all 

was to assemble the whole team for the finish,” traditionally an “over-under” relay. Legends are born in the 

Apache Relay. This is an event in Color War as well.

Auction Part I & Part II (introduced by Bill Margolin in 1973)

Part I- Campers clean up camp before Visiting Day and are graded on the work 

Part II- An auction filled with prizes, with available bidding points based on quality of clean-up.

Basketball Game versus Robin Hood (the “House Game”)

15 & under game held on the first Friday night of camp, with a big crowd.

Bombardment

A variation of Dodge Ball, with several balls in play simultaneously. Played in the Rec Hall, sometimes with 

the counselors. A great rainy day game.

Bonfire (introduced by David Andelman in the late 1980s)

Held each year on the evening of July 4th at the far end of the baseball field; singing followed  

by Bill’s (optional) scary story.

Boxing (stopped after 1964, but occasionally revived)

8. Traditions

t h e  s p i r i t  ( a n n u a l  y e a r b o o k ) t r a d i t i o n s

1931 Allan Romanow, member of the W.I. 

Cowlishaw Club of the West End House.  

The clubs, of which there were over one hundred in 

the House’s first fifty years, were an important part 

of its structure and activities. Many boys came to 

Camp with their fellow Club members.  

The Cowlishaws were sponsored by the W.I. 

Cowlishaw Company. Cowlishaw himself was  

a member of the West End House.  

The 2001 SPIRIT was dedicated in memory of 

Allan Romanow and Max Feld.
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Cake & Milk

This is a favorite of most everyone, started in Ralph 

Halliburton’s first year (1950). After the evening activity, all 

campers return to their bunks and get ready for bed. One by 

one, the bunks then get called down to the side of the Mess 

Hall where they are served a piece of cake and a small cup  

of milk. They then return to their bunks.

Camp Song (“The House Song”) 

The WEH song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman 

around 1946. It was first heard at a West End House Show  

& Dance at the Statler Ballroom in Boston.

Hundreds of hearts that beat as one 
Grateful for all the House has done 
As long as the sun is in the sky 
The Spirit of the House will never die.

James J. Storrow will always live 
Our support we will always give 
As long as the sun is in the sky 
The spirit of the House will never die.

When you’re one of the boys 
You’re always one of the boys 
And here’s one thing you’ll do 
You’ll always go through 
You’ll always go through 
You’ll always go through ….

James J. Storrow will always live 
Our support we will always give 
As long as the sun is in the sky 
The Spirit of the House will never die.

RIP! RIP! RIP! 
RAP! RAP! RAP!

WEST END HOUSE … WEST END HOUSE … YEA!! !

There was an earlier (“Original”) version, written by  

John Channell and first published in 1909:

Let me sing to you a song of a House not far away 
Where we gather every evening and  
we laugh and sing and play 
Many social clubs are gathered, points  
of interest for each one 

And we’ll be glad to welcome you to  
join us whene’er you come.

We are the boys of the West End House,  
and there we’ll join together 
One thousand members there attend,  
the House we’ll cherish ever 
Our benefactor in our hearts to cheer  
our best endeavors 
Then West End House will seem to us  
like Home Sweet Home.

Many literary functions we attend,  
in due season socials, too 
And our athletic teams are flourishing  
for to win their aim in view 
And we camp out in the summer on the  
shore near woods and plain

But we are happy when we see the  
West End House again.

We are the boys of the West End House,  
and there we’ll join together 
One thousand members there attend,  
the House we’ll cherish ever 
Our benefactor in our hearts to cheer  
our best endeavors 
Then West End House will seem  
to us like Home Sweet Home.

Capture the Flag

Familiar game played on the ballfield by two teams trying to 

capture the other’s flag and bring it back. Can be as physical 

as football. Long a first night activity; now just concludes 

Desert War.

Choose Your Own Adventure (created by  
Adam Barr in mid 1990s)

A series of staff competitions whereby campers attempt to 

choose the victor in each activity.

Color War – see Chapter 6.

Color War Plaques (introduced by Alex Berger in 1984)

Old records were collected and plaques were created to 

1984 by Peter Chantiles. Plaques are created each year 

thereafter for presentation on the last day of camp.

Counselor Hunt

Staff are apportioned certain “egging” values and hide in the 

woods and elsewhere in camp to be found by campers. A 

variation involving the oldest campers is called Gottlieb Hunt.

Desert War (created by Adam Barr in 1998).

A one day competition in which the camp is divided in half 

and a color assigned to each half. Morning is the Color Rush 

(Ju-Ju-Bee, played throughout the lower camp.) Afternoon 

is bombardment for the Juniors, a Triathlon for the Seniors. 

Evening is Junior and Senior Capture the Flag, at the ballfield. 

(See Adam’s own description in the 1998-2007 section of 

Chapter 1.)

Elections (introduced in the late 1960s)

Officers for the camp are elected from amongst the camper 

population to assist and advise the directors. 

Gold Rush (brought by Bobby Gordon, 1959)

An evening activity in which painted rocks (gold) are 

smuggled to the assay office (front porch of the dining hall) 

through a band of counselors (bandits) armed with  

water guns.

Handicapped Leagues (created in early 1990)

Juniors vs. Seniors in athletics, except Seniors are 

handicapped. For example, a Junior team plays newcomb 

against a Seniors team playing volleyball. Or Seniors play 

against Juniors in kickball, but have to use their non-dominant 

leg to kick the ball.

Jai Alai (introduced by David Andelman and  
John Stoller in 1988)

WEH Camp’s own variation of this professional sport.  

Played in the Rec Hall.

Ju-Ju Bee (introduced by a camper in early 1980s)

A variation of Capture the Flag. Now the first event  

in Desert War. 

Laundry

Originally the boys washed their clothes in the lake or at the 

Wash Rock, and hung the wet wash to dry on rocks, tree 

limbs, or a rope strung for that purpose. Then, in the 1950s 

boys (at least those who stayed more than two weeks) 

mailed their dirty laundry home in metal boxes, wrapped in 

straps, and left on the Mess Hall front porch to be picked 

up by George Mouradian (our custodian and the East 

Parsonsfield Postmaster) and mailed by fourth class mail. The 

laundry would be returned by parents, often accompanied 

by care packages. This practice continued until the 1970s, 

at which time a laundry “service” started with various local 

people (the Meggisons did this for several years). Since the 

mid-1980s Asa and Marjorie Cressey (and their family) have 

been performing this service for us. 

Let’s Make a Deal 

An evening activity based on the television show.

Liar’s Club (created by David Andelman in late 1980s)

Objects or events that are explained by 4 panelists, only one 

of whom is telling the truth. Varation of TV show “To Tell the 

Truth.” An evening activity.

Moment of Silence (introduced by Lou Fuccillo in 1960).

Moment of reflection before each meal.

Monte Carlo Night (1972 creation of Tank Sherman,  
Peter Nason, Chet Hurwitz and Brighton Lew)

The camp’s version of Las Vegas Night. An evening activity. 

Name Game (introduced in the 1950s)

Fill in the blanks on about 15 items dealing with campers 

or Camp lore and come up with the final answer to solve a 

puzzle. Evening activity.

Prize or Consequence 

Campers look for specially numbered chips on the ground, 

and as a result receive either a prize or a consequence. 

Evening activity.

Rip-Rip-Rips

Traditionally when a group seeks to draw attention or give 

a cheer, it’s done with a unified “Rip-Rip-Rip” chant and 

alternating pounding of a surface or clapping. The louder the 

better. Often heard at the end of meals.

t r a d i t i o n s t r a d i t i o n s
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Rushka-Pushkas

Rhyming song about campers and counselors that used 

to be sung the last night of camp, with verses written and 

performed in the Rec Hall by select counselors.

Skit (or “Talent”) Nights

Evening activities when members of each bunk prepare and 

perform songs and/or original skits in front of the entire 

camp. Example: As reported by Doug Sheff in the Echo, 

Bunk 4B won the 1970 skit night with “Kublin’s Restaurant.” 

Dick Sharpstein acted as the master of ceremonies and, with 

Neil Goldberg, accompanied Jimmy “Sly Stone” Gordon in a 

set from “Woodstock.” 

Socials

Dances and/or other activities with girls’ camps in the area, 

including, over the years, Camp Hiawatha (now Maine  

Teen Camp), Rappatak, Naomi, Huckins and others, both  

“at home and away.” Here is an account from the 1970  

Echo entitled “Camp Socials” by Howie Wynn (as told to  

S. Nilogram):

The 1970 social season came into full swing the week of July 19  
with the seniors and some staff attending functions at two girls’ 
camps. On July 21 a group spent the after supper hours at nearby 
Moy-Mo-Dayo in Cornish. The campers all seemed to have an 
enjoyable night, and many addresses changed hands during the 
few hours that West End House was on the offensive. Mark 
O’Donoghue should receive special mention for his chaperoning 
duties, while Billy Swartz received the MVP Award.

Two nights later a day-evening social was held with Camp Naomi 
in East Raymond, Maine. The indomitable Scotty transported about 
40 campers and staff to this affair. The day turned out to be very 
enjoyable, and opportunity was given to the boys to go swimming 
and play tennis; many boys, however, proceeded along independent 
lines, but came together for the unforgettable supper.

The evening activity was dancing or “free play.” MVPs went to  
Mike Finn and Chet Hurwitz.

Scotty’s bus was filled with a variety of original songs on the way 
home-songs made up by Peter Kaplan, Rob Sharpstein and  
Reggie Bird. For free reprints of these songs, please consult any  
of the above mentioned.

Stock Market (introduced by Bill Margolin in 1973).

The West End House Camp variation of buying and selling 

stocks which are usually related to the lifestyles and hobbies 

of individual counselors. An evening activity.

Stories

Chuck, Three Fingered Willy, Wheelchair Mary, Hatchet 

Harry, the Guardian, anything to scare the boys

Super Monopoly (created by Adam Barr in 1996)

Live action with a Monopoly flavor.

Time Capsule (created in 1984 by Alex Berger)

On the last night of camp the time capsule from four years 

earlier is “unearthed” and opened. An object from each 

cabin is then “buried” to be opened four years later.

Treasure Hunt

Solve the clue to find out where the next clue is, and to  

reach your final destination. Evening activity

Wash Rock

Near the boating dock, below Bill’s cabin. Campers washed 

their clothes there into the 1950s. Now used for fishing.  

(See Laundry)

Watermelon League (introduced by  
Bobby Gordon in 1959).

A two inning softball game in which campers and staff 

compete against their equals and everyone gets to bat 

each inning. So called because at the end of the season the 

winning team shares a watermelon. A long-time favorite 

Sunday night activity.

Wiffleball in Council Ring (introduced  
by Lou Fuccillo in 1960)

A tradition carried forth by Steve Lepler involving many 

teams and many tournaments during the summer. Hit one 

over 2A and your legend is assured.

WrestleMania (introduced in the late 1990s)

Evening activity. Staff “professional” wrestling competition; 

campers cheer their favorites.

In the July 17, 1990 issue of “West End Weekly,” Ron Cochran wrote this short article he called 

“West End Memories”:

“In case you’ve heard of Old Timers’ Week and you don’t know what it is I am going to tell you.

It is a week where the men who were once campers and counselors get a chance to get away from the world for  
a while. It is basically a vacation for the men to stay with some of their old buddies from camp and do whatever  
they want.

Some of the men such as Louis Kane, Mike Cataldo, Barnet Yanofsky, Hy Escott and Jimmy Stoller are very strong 
members of the West End House organization and are big donors to the West End House.

On the final day of Old Timers’ Week all of the alumnae gather together and donate money to the camp. It is the most 
amazing thing I have ever seen. These men care so much for the West End and love to see it run well. Last year they 
raised over $25,000. I myself have a deep respect and a true love for the West End House, and I fully intend to be a 
part of this when I grow to be their age. West End House – THE SPIRIT WILL LIVE FOREVER!” (Note: Ron is now an 
active member of the Camp Board of Directors.)

9. Old-Timers’ Week

1931 

The Old-Timers Dock of the era, used into the 1950s. This picture was taken from the Wash Rock 

and looks over the area now occupied by the boating dock. The treed area behind the rocks has 

been cleared and is the site of the new waterfront, beach and H-Dock.

t r a d i t i o n s o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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It is not clear when Old-Timers’ Week started, but in some 

form it was certainly happening by at least the early 1930s. 

Hy Entin remembers being at camp in 1935 with his buddies 

(including Shnyddie Snyder, Sam Kessler, Curly Garber, 

Mike Dolnick, Pop Meirick, Hy Hurwitz, Dick Whitman and 

Ty Segal) when he was 27 years old and well past being a 

camper or counselor. Hy did not know when OTW started, 

but he knew it was not new in 1935. We are tempted to say, 

without hard evidence, that there has been some sort of 

OTW since there were old-timers, maybe by the early 1920s. 

In the 1930s (perhaps earlier) there were two weeks set 

aside for old-timers or “graduates.” After World War II those 

two weeks were split, one week for returning veterans and 

the second week for all others. Malcolm Alter recalls that in 

the early 1960s most old timers came for the first weekend 

and the numbers tailed off through the following week. Since 

the middle 1960s, that has been reversed. 

Some men come for the entire week, some for a long 

weekend, some for just a day or two. Generally there are 

between 140 and 160 old timers, but there have been 

years when the number has approached 200. Here’s the 

September, 1981 report to the Board of Directors on the 

results of the prior month’s “Camp Alumni Week:”

Hy Escott reported that the Alumni week was very successful, 
with 49 staying the week, 64 for the extended weekend and 68 
attending the weekend. A total of 181 campers. He thanked his 
Committee of Danny Hoar, Lou DiBlasi, Tarpy Seltzer, Billy Goldberg, 
Al Alexander and others who helped make it a great week at Camp.

Some play golf. Some like to leave the Camp often, for  

meals or other reasons. Others like to just stay in Camp. 

Some swim, some fish, some canoe, many sunbathe. Some 

play softball, basketball, volleyball or tennis, or all of the 

above; some walk or hike, some bike. Some drink, some 

1931 

1935

Front: Lee Romanow

First Row (L to R): Hy Hurwitz, Dick Whitman, Hy Entin, Ty Segal

Second Row: “Shnyddie” Snyder, Arthur Baker, Mike Dolnick, Pop Meirick

Back: Sam Kessler and Curly Garber

1937 

Sam Lappen drinking from 

the water barrel

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1939 

Front Row (L to R): 

Fred Talmini (Taylor), 

Jimmy Pollock, unknown

Second Row (L to R): 

Barney Yanofsky, 

Ernest Burnce, Walter Zoll

Rear: Tom Krivitsky

1950s (?) Old Timers Week, Council Ring, 

Front (L to R): 

Jack Gropman, Jack Savitsky, Kievy Spector

Middle: Harold Goober, Norty Miller, 

Sidney “Sonny” Kaplan, 

Nick Shopnick, Wolfie Kogas, 

Rear: Benny Selig, Charlie Chadis, 

Arthur Isaacson, George Spector

1956

Old Timers in the Mess Hall. Picture by WEHC alumnus 

Ellis Field (Ellis-Gale Studio) shown standing.

1965

Front (L to R): Alec(?) Shapiro, Nat Goldman, Hy Entin, Jake Leppo,  

Jake Long (lying), Abe Raverby, Ellis Field

Rear: unknown, unknown, Mort Sherman, Ben Yanow, Phil Goldman, unknown, Morry Foster

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e ko l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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Albert Stearns, Etch Cohen and Al Miller in the rear, Tom Krivitsky (L) 

and Mo Isaacson in front. On the new Old-Timers Dock, early 1960s.

Al Miller and Lucky Boorstein 

playing cards in the Council Ring, 

circa 1961

Group of “Old Timers” in the 1960s. Dick Averdon (?), Dick Levine, Paul Segal, Al Miller (front), 

unknown (rear), Ty Segal, Teeny Segal, unknown

1960s Old Timers (L to R) 

Holy Feld (far left), Louis Kane, 

Dick Levine, Charlie Meirick (in rear), 

Harry Marks, Norty Miller 

(Ruby Garber behind Norty)

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1960s Old Timers (L to R) 

Murray Cohen, Norty Miller, 

Justin Burnes, Harry Marks, 

with Sam London and George 

Weinstein (in rear)

1960s Old Timers’ Week Council Ring scene, including (standing, left to right) Nat Goldman, Mike Spector, 

Harold Goober, Holly Holiver, Max “Mugsy” Goldman, unknown, Paul Segal, Norty Miller, Pacy Panansky, unknown 

Panansky, Jake Long, Wolfie Kogas, Etch Cohen, Ty Segal, and Abe (“Upky”) Raverby gathered around cardplayers 

Lucky Boorstein, George Spector and Al Miller. Jake Long is between George Spector and Al Miller.

1969

Front (sitting L to R): Chris Condell, George Schiraga, Manny Brown, unknown, George Spector, Mike Spector, Lou Kaufman

Back: Arthur Gersin, Mike Cataldo, Harold Goober, Pacy Panansky (front), Al Hollander, Frankie Ward (front), 

Nate Foster, Al Escott

1962

Front (L to R): Al Stearns, Harold Goober, Billy Goldberg, Al Miller

Middle: Charlie Chadis, George Weinstein, Norty Miller, Manny Brown, Herman Leventhal, Maxwell Shapiro

Rear: George Spector, Sam (“Lem”) London, Ben Yanow, Bob Levine (in front of Yanow)

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e ko l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1971 Front (L to R): Simon, Al, Ruby & Hy Escott, Sidney Yanes, Frank Ward, unknown

Middle: Billy Goldberg, Chris Condell, Abie Patt, Ellis Field, “Bulldog” Illman, Mike Spector, 

Harold Goober.  Back: Kieve Spector, unknown

1969

Front (L to R): Abe Raverby (?), Hy Escott

Rear: Bill Kushner, Ty Segal, Kelly Weinstein, Al Miller, Sidney Yanes, 

Dick “Bulldog” Illman, Abe Patt

August 1969

Front (L to R): Myron Burnes, unknown, Sam London, Norty Miller, Al Rosen, Dave Krivitsky, George Schiraga

Middle: Al Klayman, George Weinstein, Jake Cohen, Manny Brown, Mike Cataldo, Nathan “Tarpy” Seltzer, 

Bobby Makohan, Lou DiBlasi, Saul Seiniger

Rear: Abe Patt, Ben Yanow, Harold Goober, Pacy Panansky

1970 

(L to R) Harold Goober, Sam London, Joseph “Holly” Holiver, Allie Coles, Ben Gargill

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e ko l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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August 1969

Front:  George Kane, Lucky Boorstein, Ruby Garber, Joe Kaplan, Mike Cataldo, Irving Guberman, Max Feld 

Rear: Charlie Meirick, Manny Brown, Maxwell Shapiro, (?), Ben Gargill

1969 (?) 

Bert Wynn and Doc Charlie Schlosberg
1977 OTW

Al, Simon, Hy, Ruby Escott 1971

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1973

Front (L to R): Hy Dinerstein, Ben Misner, unknown, Frank Holiver, Mike Lesburg, unknown, unknown

Rear: Max “Brooksie” Brooks, Holly Holiver, Hy Goldstein, Myer Berman, David Breitman, Gil Young

1980(?) 

Lou Ferracane and Joe Paratore, 

with George Mouradian at the far left. 

George retired in 1973 but loved to 

return to visit old friends during Old 

Timers’ Week.

play cards, some watch TV. Some sleep well, some hardly 

sleep at all. There is no schedule, except for meals. More 

than anything we talk, in groups and in private conversations. 

Certainly we reminisce, but mostly we connect or reconnect. 

We laugh. A lot.

Most old timers have been returning for many years, but 

there are always new old-timers, including both recent 

and distant alumni and non-alumni. They are all welcome. 

Hopefully they feel welcomed. Although there are many 

shared histories and experiences (that is what this book 

is about, after all), this is not a closed, secret or exclusive 

society. There are no secret handshakes. 

The now traditional fundraising event described above 

by Ron Cochran started, we believe, around 1950. It is 

always a tremendous financial help to the Camp, in recent 

years routinely yielding more than $35,000, although that 

amount was quadrupled in August 2007 as we kicked off our 

Centennial campaign. Virtually every penny pledged is paid. 

Alumni of all ages volunteer pledges of all sizes, from $25  

to thousands. They are all welcomed and appreciated. 

Pledges and donations are made in memory of loved ones,  

in celebration of weddings and births, and for any number  

of other reasons. Some are somber and/or serious, but in 

true WEH style many are accompanied by stories and

1980 

(L to R) John Spinale, Nat Spinale, 

Lou DiBlasi, Bob Makohan, 

Roger Jackman (rear), Jake Cohen, 

Joe Polcari

1979

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1983 

Old Timers relaxing on the docks

1980 

(L to R) Morris Rubin, Murray Kessin, 

Hy Escott, Max Bernstein, 

Al Escott, Joseph Shapiro

OTW Rookies 1987

1983 

The Camp Waterfront, from in front of the Burnes cabin

1984 

Hy Escott’s turn

1984 

Billy Goldberg telling jokes

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1990 (?)

(L to R) Mike Finn, 

Jeff Kublin, Billy Swartz

1991 

Dave Bikofsky and Peter Kaplan 

discussing issues of the day

1991 

(L to R) Joel Saperstein (back), Steve Brown, Dave Bikofsky, 

Burt Savitsky, Mike Berger

1990 

Large Class of OTW Rookies, welcomed by 

Headmaster Hy Escott

1991

Top: Skippy Stearns (?) and Keith Sherman

Bottom: Steve Brown and Joel Goober

Typical OTW luncheon buffet spread,

 this one from 2000, that precedes 

storytelling and fundraising

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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Gene Pelletier, Harold Goober,

Fred Ferrara circa 1995

2005 

Council Ring

Standing on the left: Sam Pirri, Joe Spinale, Bill Margolin, Steve Lepler

Standing on the right: Henry Barr, Malcolm Alter

Front Row (10): Harold Goober, Joe “Chicky” Shochat, Bobby Levine, Hy Escott, Phil Oddo, 

Sam London, John Sergei, Leon Balmazi, Mario Lamonica, Sonny LoPresti (front)

Back Row (9):Bob Galgay, Tom O’Brien, unknown, Eddie Nowosielski, Steve Szewczyk, Leon, 

Richie Morello, Fred London, Tony Longo

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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2005 

OTW Rookies

1998 

(L to R) Hy Escott, Al Escott, George Kane, Billy Polen

2005 

Paul Cohen, Bill Margolin, 

Jeff Solomon

2004 

Commander Hy Escott

1985 

Hy Escott performing, 

with Izzy Kaplan behind 

(on right in blue) among others

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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1986 

Hy receiving a lovely gift with socks matching his own from Joe LoPiccolo (representing OTW 

Bunk 4A), watched by (left to right) Larry Gilligan, Danny Hoar, Al Alexander, Mel Goldberg, 

Billy Goldberg (behind Hy), Billy Margolin and Barney Yanofsky (at table), 

Sonny LoPresti (behind Bill), George Kane, Donald Resnick, Max Berkman (in hat) 

1990s 

(L to R)  Julius Melnick, Bert Lefkowitz, Al Greene, George Kane, Herman Gilman, Barney Yanofsky. 

The tennis courts are named in memory of Julius Melnick.

jokes. It is really an astonishing time, when everyone present 

understands and appreciates the histories, emotions, 

relationships and/or humor behind the donors’ words. 

George Kane, Mike Cataldo, Louis Kane, Henry Barr and Sid 

Boorstein have led the fundraising festivities over the years. 

But this is not just for fundraising. The event, mostly but  

not always held Saturday afternoon of OTW outdoors in  

the Council Ring, is preceded by a grand buffet luncheon.  

It has always been introduced and accompanied by laughs.  

Hy Escott, Manny Brown, Billy Goldberg and Vinny Migliore 

have been some of our favorite and memorable comedians 

over the years. Hy and his brothers Ruby, Al and Simon, have 

also been our best-known anonymous donors. Sometimes 

we also get to hear some real musical talent (remember  

Al Greene and Al Alexander). More recently we have heard 

from some members about their memories of the West End 

and their times at Camp.

Until the mid-1960s the Camp season for the children 

encompassed a total of seven weeks. Opening Day and 

changeover days were on a Friday. All the campers went 

home on a Thursday, and, on the following day (Friday) 

OTW would officially begin, although a few early birds would 

“sneak in” the day before, even as the boys were boarding 

the Boston-bound busses.

In those days the first weekend was the “big one.” Irving 

Guberman would sit at the Camp entrance on Friday, making 

sure all cars were parked in the ballfield and collecting fees 

from those who had not previously paid. (In the early 1960s 

the rate was $35 for the week, $25 for the weekend.) During 

the weekend there were so many Alumni attending that beds 

sometimes had to be set up in the store room and on the 

Rec Hall stage. Before 1961, the staff that stayed to work that 

week bunked in the Mendelsohn cabin, which some years 

had all eight bed spaces filled with bunk beds (16 workers).  

In 1961, the newly combined Bancroft/Gottlieb cabin became 

the home of the staff for that special week.

Fundraising was done that first weekend, and the banquet 

was held that Saturday night. On Sunday morning the Old 

Timers would sit on the steps and porch of the Rec Hall and 

be entertained by comedic monologues from Manny Brown, 

Al Miller and Hy Escott.

By Sunday evening half of the Old Timers and half the staff 

went home, and by the time the days thereafter dwindled 

down to Friday, most of the remaining Old Timers had 

already left. A lot depended on the weather—if the forecast 

for the week was for inclement weather this would hasten 

the exodus. On the other hand, sunny and warm weather 

would mean that more of the men would stay until close  

to the very end.

The final meal (a Friday luncheon buffet) was attended not 

only by the Alumni still present, but also by the wives of 

some of these men who, while their husbands were at Camp, 

1985 

(R to L) Hy Escott, 

Barney Yanofsky, 

George Kane 
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summer house in Ogunquit for a gala luncheon, complete 

with lobsters from Barnicle Billy’s. After a delightful afternoon 

of food and banter, the men drove to Camp to begin their 

long awaited stay. Included in this group were Mike Cataldo, 

Barney Yanofsky, Al Greene, Herbie Wein, Joe Summers, Bill 

Aronson, Joe Lamia, Kelly Weinstein, Manny Brown, Norman 

Weinberg, Allan Romanow, Dave Breitman, and David 

Rosengard. Louis Kane would cohost with his father and 

would drive to Camp later in the week.

Herbie Wein promised George Kane a new Cadillac when 

George turned 80. True to his word, when George greeted 

the men arriving in Ogunquit in 1985 for the Annual “Lobster 

Feast,” he was presented with a shiny new Cadillac!

George Kane would “argue” with Mike Cataldo about the 

size or quality of the oranges or about the inept making of 

the hand squeezed juice. All of this—with accusations of 

“cheap” cigars passed out by Mike, Barney, or Al Greene 

– was part of a ritual that never ended and added to the 

enjoyment and bonding that went on each year during the 

social week.

Other OTW bunks and groups have developed their own 

customs and rituals, from card games to dining out, hikes 

and biking, golfing and softball, basketball and fishing, cocktail 

hours and shrimp cocktail hours (thanks, John Parker), 

and always lots of lounging around the Council Ring and 

waterfront 

It is interesting to note that women spent a weekend at 

WEHC in two successive years in an attempt to launch a 

similar “Old Timers” program. In 1990 and 1991 a small, 

hardy group of female “pioneers” attended Camp during the 

Friday afternoon-Sunday noon set up time when the staff 

was present. Fourteen women attended the first year (they 

stayed in 4A and 4B), nine the second (4B only). Among the 

women who attended were Lois Nathan, Helen Cutler, Betsy 

McCorrison and Dottie Foley.

From 1979-1982 there were Annual Father-Son weekends 

that followed the departure of the campers on Saturday and 

ended with the arrival on Sunday of the Old Timers. It was 

free for the participants, and was spearheaded by Nathan 

“Tarpy” Seltzer and Leon Lenick.

Neither the Womens’ Weekend nor the Father-Son 

Weekend caught on and were soon abandoned. One 

program that was successful, however, was the weekend 

visit to Camp by a group of girls from the Club. They would 

arrive on a Friday during the season and stay until Sunday. 

The visitors, about 8-10 girls and two staff (usually Siria 

Vazquez and Valerie May), had some contact with the boys 

(Newcomb, Liars’ Club, Stock Market), but for the most part 

1991 

(L to R) Helen Cutler, Betsy McCorrison, 

Lois Nathan on the H-Dock during Women’s 

Weekend

stayed together at the nearby Cornish Inn. Included in this 

group were Rose (Mrs. Al) Miller, Anne (Mrs. Max) Feld, 

Bea (Mrs. Charlie) Meirick, Sally (Mrs. Al) Greene, Rita (Mrs. 

Norton) Miller, Ida (Mrs. Joe) Kaplan, Hannah (Mrs. “Zeb”) 

Levine, and Eva (Mrs. “Lucky”) Boorstein. They joined the 

wives of Jack Burnes and Abe Burnes, who spent virtually the 

entire summer in Cornish.

The men who attended Camp each year looked forward to 

it with an enthusiasm that cannot be measured. Preparations 

would start in early summer. Who can forget Lucky 

Boorstein’s large TV in Cabin 2A that at 7 AM began to 

blast forth the Today Show with Dave Garroway, much to the 

annoyance of the staff in nearby Gottlieb who wanted to 

sleep the extra half hour? Then there was the famous hand 

squeezed morning orange juice and 4:00 o’clock cocktail 

time in 5A and 5B. Mike Cataldo, Sr. would arrange for two 

cartons or oranges to be brought to Camp, and George 

Kane would be in charge of producing fresh orange juice  

for the group. 

Just before he left for camp, Barney Yanofsky would have  

his son, Neal, buy two salamis at Presser’s Deli in Chelsea and 

would proceed to enter into one of his famous discussions 

with anyone who would stop by his office as to the correct 

angle to hang the salamis. This conversation carried over  

to Camp, and was debated each afternoon at 4:00 p.m. even 

as slices of salami (accompanied by crackers and wine)  

were consumed.

The men in cabins 5A and 5B represented for the most part 

the older Alumni. At some point after the Old Timers’ Week 

schedule switched to a Sunday start, George Kane began the 

tradition of inviting many of his bunkmates who were going 

to attend starting “Opening Day” (Sunday) to stop by his 

o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k o l d - t i m e r s ’ s  w e e k
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The winter reunion of campers and staff was not always as elaborate an event as it is today. In the 1950s 

and early 1960s, when the Club was located on Blossom Street, the reunion was held in the gymnasium. 

Refreshments were provided, sometimes live music, too (one year there was a roaming accordion player!), 

and there was a brief welcoming speech by the Director. In the 1960 SPIRIT, Allie Coles wrote “Hope to 

see you all at our camp reunion in December.”

When the new Club building opened in Allston in the fall of 1971, the tradition continued in somewhat the 

same format (no accordion player, however!). Held on a Saturday during the week between Christmas and 

New Year’s Day, it was not a great success, and by the end of the 1970s it was discontinued.

A few years later another tradition met a similar fate: the Annual Sports Breakfast (originally the Father-Son 

Sports Breakfast when the Club’s membership consisted of boys only) was the victim in part of highly paid 

10. Camp Reunions/Breakfasts

1988 

Eddie Andelman and Bill Margolin presenting award to 

Todd Grossman at annual Camp breakfast, then held at the Club

Elks Club. The group has included Sonny LoPresti, Phil 

Oddo, Steve Szewczyk, Richie Morello, Joe LoPiccolo, Joe 

Messina, George Stagno, Larry Gilligan, Tony Luongo, Bobby 

Campanella, Steve Curley and Sid Boorstein. (If we have 

forgotten anyone, we apologize.) The food is great and the 

company is even better. Steve Szewczyk prepares a unique 

356-day calendar. The first day of the calendar (marked with 

a ‘356’) is the Monday after one summer’s OTW ends; the 

last day of this calendar (marked with a ‘1’) is the Saturday of 

the following summer when the campers go home, marking 

the unofficial first day that old-timers might arrive for OTW. 

Near the end of each gathering, after a drum roll, Richie 

Morello checks the calendar and reads out the number of 

days left until the start of Old Timers’ Week.

spent their 48 hour stay exploring the Camp and the area, 

swimming and boating, and enjoying this social weekend. This 

group stayed in the Jack Burnes Cabin.

During two separate Old Timers’ Weeks late season 

hurricanes caused power outages and trees to fall—one of 

them landing on and destroying Sam London’s car (1991, 

Hurricane Bob). Fortunately, nobody was hurt during these 

times of inclement weather. However, it did prompt the 

Camp to purchase generators to ensure that bathrooms and 

sinks would not get blocked up and that food would remain 

refrigerated or frozen.

In recent years Sam Pirri has regularly gathered with a 

group of Camp Alumni for Thursday lunch at the Woburn 

1996 

Hy Escott (back), Mike Cataldo, Al Alexander, Louis Kane, Billy Goldberg (far right)
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athletes who were not always willing to attend a function  

for which they would receive no remuneration for either 

their presence or their signatures. The event had been held 

for several years at the old Sidney Hills Country Club,  

and then in the new Club’s gym, complete with a full,  

catered breakfast!

In the late 1980s some members of the Camp Committee 

started an impromptu discussion about reviving the  

Camp Reunion, at the same time lamenting the demise of  

the Sports Breakfast (and other annual events such as the 

Spring Dance and the Road Race). As if on cue, it suddenly 

dawned on everyone in the room that combining elements 

of the Reunion and the Breakfast just might work. And 

indeed it did!

The format has been fine tuned over the years. The sports 

theme was originally included with the presence for the 

first many years of popular sports talk show personality 

Eddie Andelman (also father of future Camp Alumni David, 

Michael, and Danny). Former camper and counselor Howard 

Greene, who was a sports commentator on New England 

Cable News and who produced the original camp video in 

1994, then hosted the affair for three years. At a later date 

Club Alumnus Steve DeOssie, a sports commentator whose 

professional football career included a stint with the Patriots, 

continued the link with sports while at the same time (as was 

the case with Eddie Andelman and Howard Greene) praising 

the West End House Club and Camp for their quality staff 

and programs and the diversity of the children.

The Breakfast now serves not only as a reunion of 

the previous season’s campers and staff but also as an 

opportunity for new campers to get a sense of what WEH 

Camp is all about and who the people are that make 

everything happen. These new campers are introduced  

and asked to stand and be recognized. A short video, 

expertly produced by parent Elyse Zucker and highlighting 

the previous season, is shown, followed by the awarding  

of trophies for achievements by campers of the year just 

ended. The honorees know in advance who they are  

since the award announcements are first made on the  

last night of camp.

1997 

(L to R) Rich, Steve and Bert Wynn

1995 Camp Breakfast

Front (L to R):  Hy Diamond, Hy 

Escott, Hon. Norman Weinberg, 

Mike Cataldo, Jr.

Rear:  Mike Cataldo, Sr., Matt 

Schubert, Bert Wynn, Leon Balmazi

1995 

Camp Breakfast

(L to R) Howie Green, Jim Stoller, 

Kevin Lustig

1995 

Camp Breakfast scene from the 

Double Tree Suites Hotel
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The first Camp benefactor was James J. Storrow, as we have seen. Without his original generosity there would have 

been no West End House Camp. But many, many others have also been generous over the first century, in time, in 

service and in funding both large amounts and small. In this section, we proudly highlight those whose commitment 

and generosity has been recognized by plaques at the Camp. By doing so, however, we emphasize that we do 

not wish to elevate the contributions of those who are recognized on these plaques over the many others whose 

names do not appear. They are all West Enders. The Camp owes thanks to all who have helped. The plaques are 

listed by the location in the Camp where they are found. 

Following the section detailing the plaques, we also recognize those who have endowed Camp scholarship funds.

11. Benefactors/Plaques

Entrance to Camp

This Camp Dedicated By  

The WEST END HOUSE 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION  

To The Memory Of 

JAMES JACKSON STORROW  

1864-1926 

Founder And Benefactor

Administration Building

This Building Is Dedicated  

In Loving Memory Of 

BARBARA COHEN FINN 

Who Adored Being  

With People 

Her Zest For Life  

Is Embodied In The Spirit  

Of The WEST END  

HOUSE CAMP 

June, 2000

Ballfield

This grandstand is dedicated by 

his family  

in memory of 

TONY “PIET” PIETRAFITTA  

1915-1987

Director of Alumni Association 

Member – Camper – Friend 

His Spirit Will Never Die

Beach Volleyball Court 

In Memory of 

MAXWELL ‘MICKEY’ 

ANDELMAN 

By His Six Grandchildren 

David – Michael –  

Daniel Andelman 

Jeffrey – Joel – Jon Solomon 

1991

Stones in Front of Infirmary

In Memory of 

DR. CHARLES SCHLOSBERG 

Doc Charlie 

Former West End House 

Camp and Medical Director 

Who Served The Health 

Needs Of Campers For Over 

50 Years 

1990

SAM BERMAN  

1909-1952

In Fond Memory 

From His Many Friends

1989 Young Descendants of Tony “Piet” Pietrafitta 

at the ballfield memorial in his name

The first few years the Camp Breakfast was held in the  

West End House gym. It then moved for a couple of years 

to the Guest Quarter Suites Hotel in Allston (now the 

Doubletree Suites Hotel) and thereafter for a decade 

(1998-2007) to the Heights Dining Hall at Boston College. 

In 2008 the Breakfast was held at the Spangler Center of 

Harvard Business School. In all cases these changes of venue 

were made due to ever increasing attendance (270+ people 

attended in January, 2008); simply stated, we outgrew  

each site.

The Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Award for outstanding service  

to the Camp was introduced in 2000, and the Camp 

Yearbook (the SPIRIT) is distributed at the conclusion of the 

Breakfast, thanks to Aaron Leppo’s generosity in providing 

for its printing.

One person who has been there from the initial discussions 

to the present has been Bert Wynn. This lifelong Alumnus 

and member of the Board of Directors, is the father (of 

Richard) and grandfather (of Matt and Steve) of Camp 

Alumni, and has been responsible for the very popular raffle 

at the end of each Breakfast. Bert and his wife of over 60 

years, Esther, take great pleasure each year seeing the smiling 

faces of countless numbers of children who are winners 

of everything from caps with professional team logos to 

sports equipment to tickets for Celtics and Red Sox games 

(complete with parking!). Much credit is due to Bert and 

Esther for contributing to the success of the Breakfast.

1995 

Esther and Bert Wynn, at one 

of the many Camp Breakfasts 

when they have organized and 

distributed raff le gifts aplenty for 

the many campers in attendance
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Stones Behind Benches

In Memory Of 

DR. DAVID G. KLEIN 

1892-1958 

Beloved By All Who Knew Him 

In Memory Of 

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR.

Whose Devotion To The 

West End House Will Serve As 

An Inspiration Forever 

August 26, 2000

Dining Room (“Mess Hall”)

LOUIS E. KIRSTEIN 

Memorial Hall 

1867-1942

(Above Doorway Between  

Dining Hall and Kitchen)

In Memory Of 

LOUIS DIBLASI 

For His Devotion To Camp

TILLIE’S KITCHEN 

In Memory Of TILLIE SHERMAN 

October 18, 1900 – August 30, 1994 

From All Her Friends 

Children, Grandchildren, 

Great Grandchildren &  

Great Great Grandchildren

(clock) 

Donated By 

HYMAN LICHTENSTEIN 

1961

(framed picture) 

Donated By Members Of 

The Metropolitan Yacht Club 

In Memory Of 

AL AVERBUCK 

May 1968

(microphone) 

In Memory Of 

My Uncle 

HARRY BOROFSKY 

Who First Introduced Me To 

The Spirit Of The House 

Larry Burrows

(fans) 

Fans Donated By 

STANLEY GOLDBERG 

1984

Gym (“Rec Hall”)

MILTON H. FINE 

Memorial Hall 

1911-1948

Basketball Scoreboard Donated 

Through The Generosity Of 

DAVID KRIVITSKY 

1999

Gym Lights Donated & Installed 

In Loving Memory Of Our 

Dear Father and Grandfather 

SAMUEL RANDALL 

West End House Member From 

1921 to 1994 

Diane, Bob, Bruce and Steven Cohn

Bleachers Donated By 

Jack Satter

In Honor Of Myra Kolton 

And In Memory Of Her Father, 

JUDGE BENJAMIN GARGILL, 

A Lifelong Member and Supporter Of 

The West End House 

2006

(weight training area) 

This Weight Training Area Was 

Donated In Memory Of 

RICHARD ‘THE DICKA’ SHONE 

Our Brother Forever 

B.B. & R.R.

Outdoor Volleyball/Basketball Court

Scoreboard Donated By 

Jack Satter 

In Honor Of Myra Kolton 

And In Memory Of Her Father, 

JUDGE BENJAMIN GARGILL, 

A Lifelong Member and Supporter Of 

The West End House 

2006

2A

In Memory of 

MYER MARKOVITCH 

1892-1954 

Generous - Beloved

3A/3B

In Memory of 

MAURICE MALKIN 

1891-1935

4A/4B

Gift of 

WEST END HOUSE 

AUXILIARY, INC. 

1949

5A

In Memory Of 

JIMMY MEIRICK 

1938 – 1959

5B

In Memory Of 

ABE BURNES 

1887 - 1958

Mendelsohn

In Memory Of 

ROBERT C. MENDELSOHN 

1902-1985 

Devoted Member 

Who Always Gave To Others

In Memory Of 

ELI MENDELSOHN

Bancroft

MALCOM BANCROFT MEMORIAL

Gottlieb

SAMUEL GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL

Auxiliary/Director’s Cabin

WEST END HOUSE AUXILIARY

Infirmary 

(outside screen door)

In Memory Of 

My Father 

MORRIS HERSH SHAPIRO

His Son 

Maxwell Shapiro

(at inside entrance)

DR. SOLOMON SKVIRSKY 

(1897-1974) 

Healer, Father, Grandfather, 

Camp Physician, and 

Friend To All

Plaque dedicated August 28, 1999

Stone Behind Mess Hall

In Memory of 

JAKE LEPPO 

House Member – Camper 

Athlete – Gentleman 

By His Family And Friends

Old-Timers’ Dock Railing

In Memory Of 

MICHAEL J. GIDOVIDGE 

September 28, 1907 

Presented By 

Carl Entin Club 

1946

Old-Timers’ Dock Bench

Dedicated To 

IAN ANDREW GREENBLATT 

A Devoted Camper And Staff Man 

1996-2003 

A True West Ender 

“The Spirit Of The House Forever”

Stone At Waterfront

In Memory of 

THE HONORABLE BENJAMIN 

GARGILL 

A Beloved Father, Grandfather  

and Great Grandfather 

Who Cherished 

The West End House 

1909-1992

Stone Overlooking Waterfront

JACOB M. BURNES 

Executive Director 

1918-1956 

A Lifetime Of Devotion And  

Service To The 

Boys Of The West End House

Stone at Canoe Beach

Canoe Dock 

Donated In Memory Of 

GARY ALAN LONDON 

1952-1980 

By His Friends

Stone North Of Canoe Beach

LONG POND ASSOCIATION 

Founded 1975 

In Memory Of

Russell R. Day 1989 

Harriett N. Thomas 1989 

Bruce M. Coates 1991 

Violet M. Fullum 1892-1992 

Lloyd K. Watson 1994 

Dwight H. Day 1994 

Arthur R. Holbrook 1910-1996 

Joseph Kaplan 1996 

Winfred F. Watson 1937-1981 

Patricia Hall 1997 

Ruth Pendexter 1894-1991 

Melville J. Ulmer, Ph.D. 1911-2001 

Roberta B. Watson 1917-2002 

Ralph R. Day 1954-2003 

John Fahey 1921-1986 

Priscilla Fahey 1922-1999 

Roger Day 1985 

Malcolm ‘Mac’ Day 1935-1997

Outdoor Barbecue

In Memory Of 

ALBERT STEARNS 

1906-1981 

From His Family And Friends

“Burnes” Cabin

In Memory Of 

JOSEPH KAPLAN 

From His Family And Friends 

For His Many Years Of Devotion 

To The West End House Camp 

1997

Ski Dock

BENJAMIN “TOM“ KRIVITSKY 

Ski Dock 

Loyal And Dedicated Member 

1902-1972

Tennis Courts

In Memory Of 

JULIUS MELNICK 

Benefactor 

To The Youth Of 

West End House

Council Ring

ERNEST BURNCE 

Council Ring 

1952

Flagpole at Council Ring

Flagpole 

Dedicated In Memory Of 

JOHN ‘JAKE’ COHEN 

By His Family And Friends 

1999

Benches at Mid-Camp

Him, Him, We Love Him 

HY ESCOTT

In Memory Of 

AL ESCOTT

In Memory Of 

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR.
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We do not vouch for the accuracy of these memories.

Myron Idelson – written in response to an invitation by Bill and Marty

“WEST END HOUSE CAMP – 1937 & 1938

There are four things in life we can not recall: The sped arrow, the spoken word, the past, and the most 

important, the neglected opportunity. At age eleven – ten minutes into the bus trip that was to take me  

to West End House Camp – I did not neglect the opportunity to sense an inner, extraordinary ability to 

wed a summer camp to a real life situation. I asked Myron Burnes if we were going to swim that day – 

despite the heavy rain – and he reassured me “Yes!” Myron was my counselor and I immediately connected 

with someone who would inspire me and influence me. Oh yes, we did have a general swim at 3:15 PM  

on June 29, 1937. 

I remember the physical landscape of Camp. Oh, those unrelenting tree roots—huge—covering every 

square foot of land between the two rows of tents which numbered ten (my first recollection was eight, 

but I now recall a camper named “Mazer” was in Tent #10) on the left side looking down an ever so slight 

hill with the lake on the right side. My tent the first year was #2. The other campers bunked with me were 

David Vernon (later a lawyer), Patsy Ruocco (pushcart restaurant), Saul Cohen (owned first TV store in 

Boston), Norman Singer (lawyer), Bobby Singer (chemical salesman), and Mike Vendetti (jockey). 

The road into camp from the main road (itself a back road) was dirt. On the left was the volleyball court, 

on the right was the dining room, both of which were on a hill above the main camp. To get into the dining 

area we walked up a stair case. Our chef was “Danny.” The food was great. But my taste buds still tingle 

after 70 years when I think of Danny’s sugar-raised “Donuts.” In 1937 and 1938 I owned the record of 

eating 13 at one sitting with a dented pitcher of milk as my lubricant. Does that record still stand? And it 

was done with no steroids!

As the moderate hill descended, to the left was the infirmary … staffed by Dr. Charles Schlosberg. My 

first year 1937 he was an intern. At times (and I am not certain) there was also a nurse. At the bottom of 

the incoming hill was the recreation hall. It was split up into several rooms. The favorite location was the 

ping-pong table. The undisputed champ was camper Norman Singer (of Tiger Woods ability) – and his only 

meaningful challenger was counselor Justin Burnes, Abe’s son. Abe Burnes was our assistant director.

12. In Their Own WordsEndowed Camp Scholarship Funds

Alan Baker 

Henry Barr (by his business 

associates) 

Sidney Barr 

Max and Morris Bernstein 

Morris Boorstein 

Ben and Adele Brenner 

Morris Brezniak 

Bernie Callahan 

Harry Chadis 

Edward Curley 

Richard S. Ginsberg 

Michael Gordon Foundation 

Hawk-Brenner  

Sara Berger-Bronia Horn 

Nathaniel Huberman  

Hyman Israel 

Abraham Katz 

Adrienne & Oscar Kentz 

Manuel Lexenberg 

Meyer Markovitch 

Paul & Mary McAuliffe 

Harry & Lillian Orkin 

Parker Family Trust 

Jack Savitsky 

Abraham (Ty) Segal 

Nathan (Tarpy) Seltzer 

Esther S. & Joseph M. Shapiro 

Edward Ship 

Jack Silverman 

Dr. Solomon Skvirsky 

Solomon Family (Jerry Solomon  

and Family) 

Barnet & Martha Yanofsky 

Zinman Family

Memorial to Jack 

Burnes overlooking the 

waterfront

Memorial to 

Gary London

at the canoe beach
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virtue because it is the guarantor of every other virtue. And 

if we practice simple thoughtfulness, we are doing something 

very rare. This thought describes Jack Burnes and what he 

was. Even role models are desperate for role models, and 

Jack Burnes was and is a role model for all those at West End 

House Camp seeking a role model. Success in any field does 

not come from doing extraordinary things; it comes from 

doing ordinary things extraordinarily well. That practice was 

Jack … and how he guided us. Jack had many problems in 

his life, but just because right things did not happen, he felt 

it did not give him license not to continue to do right things 

for others. Jack as Director at Camp found that his greatest 

continuing source of happiness came from communicating 

with people – that was Jack! He was always more considerate 

to all of us … more gracious. It was his nobility, and it 

– nobility – is not a birthright, it is an action. Somehow Jack 

let us all enjoy the synchronistic signs that life is flowing in our 

favor. He encouraged us in this manner when we were down. 

The first day at camp, as I stated, I was homesick and Jack 

pointed out to this eleven year old that life at camp had more 

possibilities for my life than I could imagine. “So Myron,” he 

told me, “embrace just a few of them.” The first was that 

volleyball game I was in. Jack Burnes did not know how to 

stroll through life. He was always on the prowl for hurdles to 

overcome. He was a real friend to all of us, and a real friend 

is a sacrament. To all of us Jack was a source of inspiration at 

camp because he never considered the possibility of failure. 

We all, at camp, saw that Jack sought out only the good 

things in life for us … and we were rewarded by the very 

values he had us practice. To help a boy, Jack did not go up to 

the gates of Hell for us, he went through those gates for us. 

And so these are a few things I recall about West End 

House Camp. All of us who had the singular and uncommon 

pleasure of attending West End House Camp can perhaps 

state – even if camp did not influence us it influenced our 

life’s choices. Marty and Bill, thank you for the privilege and 

the opportunity of telling about camp. You have quietly 

roamed through my life, giving me joy. The spirit of the West 

End House generates warmth and friendship for all of those 

who come under its influence.

Myron Idelson”

Stan Godes—written as a blog on April 29, 2007:

“There was an organization known as the West End House 

(WEH) in Boston’s West End (of course). It was much 

like the modern Boys & Girls clubs - a place for kids of 

working class families to go after school and try to keep out 

of trouble. The WEH also ran a summer camp with very 

reasonable rates in East Parsonsfield, Maine. Some family 

relative was on the board or somehow active with WEH  

and I got to go to the camp for either 2 or 3 summers. If  

I remember correctly, it was for 4 weeks each year.

Campers were dropped off at Boston’s North Station where 

we boarded a train for the trip to Maine with a long bus ride 

from the train station (probably in Portland) to the camp. 

The campgrounds were pretty primitive. There were several 

wooden bungalows each with perhaps 15 bunks. They used 

single wall construction with bare steel roofs. You could lie 

in the bunk and count the USS logos instead of sheep when 

sleep came slowly - at least you could if you used a flashlight. 

There was no electricity. There were no windows - just 

screens with wooden shutters that could be lowered  

in inclement weather.

There were also a series of tents - each holding about 10 

cots. The canvas tents were permanently erected on raised 

wooden platforms with roll up ventilation panels. A common 

prank was to move someone’s cot so that the outer legs 

were barely balancing on the platform in such a way that 

sitting on the bed caused it to fall off the platform. Kids sure 

can be cruel creatures.

The only two buildings in the camp that had electricity 

and running water were the kitchen/dining area and the 

recreation hall. Since it was an all boys’ camp, the need to 

pee was no problem - there were plenty of pine trees. Taking 

care of that other bodily waste was a different story - there 

were 3 outhouses at the far end of the campgrounds - two 

5-holers and a 3-holer. They weren’t really too bad - lime 

was put in every day to keep the smell controllable and 

perhaps kill a fly or two. Once again, there was no electricity 

and the campground had no paved paths or other such 

modern innovations. Having to go alone in the middle of the 

night, accompanied only by one’s trusty flashlight, was an 

ordeal - especially since we were constantly reminded that 

bears roamed the Maine woods. No one got eaten by a bear 

while I was at camp.

To the right of the building was a path leading to the lake 

… and about 30 or 40 yards down was the “Platform.” It 

was white, with wooden railings on each side, and in the 

center was the diving board. General swim was the highlight 

of all the activities and it was a scene rampant with activity. 

But Mike Burnes, our waterfront director, was always in 

an extreme mode of meticulousness. The campers’ safety 

was never compromised. Counselors were always patrol 

conscious on the platform and Mike even had one counselor 

in a boat in the water. We had swim meets and diving 

instruction (class groups and individual). 

I remember the walk to the ball-field which was encircled 

by the track and on both sites the competitive—and not so 

competitive – seven inning games and the dash events and 

long distance (3 times around the track).

My first exposure to the character of the camp, which was 

given birth to by the campers and their character, was on 

the volleyball court. My first two days of camp found me 

homesick, but the first time I was on the volleyball court 

and I got the ball over the net for a point, I was surrounded 

by my teammates with back-pounding and encouragement. 

Instantaneously my homesickness was rectified, remedied 

and cured. That moment – and I was only eleven years old 

– that moment was a brand of wisdom and divination that 

bestowed upon me a sweet piece of life with a tsunami of 

values that I never knew existed. West End House Camp 

alerted me to the values my parents were trying to impart 

and instill in me. 

The “snipe” hunts in the woods. How I tried to find those 

snipes to fill up the bucket given to me – please, please, let 

me return with the “bucket of snipes” required of me. To this 

day I want you to know I still believe in Santa Claus and the 

elusive snipe.

On several occasions I walked from the main road into a 

pasture, thru some open woods, by picturesque farm houses 

(old back in 1937-38), grazing cows and horses swishing 

their tails –a pastoral scene at my young age I relished and 

was calmed by – all of these memories on an occasional trip 

into East Parsonsfield, Maine. The General Store was our 

destination, to purchase a few supplies for the camp and any 

personal goodies we could get with any small change we 

could muster. 

Overnight hikes from camp into the deep woods surrounding 

West End House Camp. The distance from camp grounds 

was at least 45 minutes to an hour walk, which must have 

translated into two miles more or less from Bunk #2. The 

ensuing feast of toasted marshmallows, ghost stories by 

the incorrigible Lee Romanow – a master scaremeister, 

the group songs, getting out our sleeping gear laden with 

a couple of 100% wool cot blankets in grey or khaki, cool 

nights, and the heavy dousing and drenching of our arms and 

faces with completely ineffective citronella through which the 

mosquitoes easily penetrated and dive-bombed us all night. 

The overnight hikes were a joy to look forward to. 

Next to the recreation hall – on the right side of the building 

–was a path to our washing machine … the rocks at the edge 

of the lake. Mike Burnes made it mandatory that we washed 

our laundry daily. We usually went in pairs. That turned 

laundry time from chore to camaraderie. Mike Burnes was a 

great role model.

The counselors I think about: Mike Burnes, Allan Romanow, 

Justin Burnes, Lee Romanow, Joel Cohen, Jonah Klein, 

Jimmy Smith. Other campers I remember: Samuel Simons 

(Howard’s son), West Enders Martin Rabinowitz and Hugo 

Gettechia, and, from Dorchester, Norman Sherman and 

Robert Raine. Some visitors I recall coming to camp, we 

called them the “old time campers”: Dr. Al Holzman, Muggsy 

Goldman, Charlie Meirick, Al Stearns, Dr. David Klein, Maury 

Idelson (my father), Joe (Pop) Singer, Allie Coles, Al Greene, 

Butch Levin, Dave Freeman, Harry Small, Harry Marks, Moe 

Bloom, George Kane. Remember, I was in my eleventh and 

twelfth years and I recall all these names for two reasons: my 

stunning memory and the fact that these men came to visit 

camp to not only reap what they had sown but to encourage 

us in our growth. To me these men preached their sermons 

not with their lips, but with their lives. These visitors alone 

gave us some values to take home from camp that we came 

without. One final visitor that I have restored in my memory 

reservoir is Irene Smith (Jimmy’s sister), who came to visit 

camp several times during the summer. 

Jack Burnes. If we can look forward to the good old days and 

the memories are pleasant, we should do so. And so, about 

Jack … and memories of him. Thoughtfulness is the supreme 
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guess is the way it is still done. I do remember the three 

outhouses vividly and the scary trip to visit them in the 

middle of the night.

There was no beach at the camp – the water was knee deep 

right up to the bank. There was a raft or float of some kind. 

There was a sand beach down the road aways that we often 

went to … Aloha Stan”

Paul Levy – from his letter to Bill of August 23, 2007

Dear Bill:

I was surprised and delighted to hear from you and very 

much enjoyed our conversation. As well, I was pleased to 

hear of your plans to write a history of West End House and 

the camp. I encourage you to fulfill that goal both from the 

perspective that many former House and camp alumni will 

be interested in it (it could be a great fund raiser, too) and 

that it will chronicle an institution that has had immeasurable 

impact on the social history of Boston.

Your questions about former camp counselors and traditions 

prompted me to do some reflecting about my years at  

camp and in no particular order I offer a few reminiscences. 

Please forgive the misspellings of names.

- I’m very sure Color War existed in my first full season at camp, 
1951. I rose from camper to one of the counselors who was a 
team coach or Leader – Blue, I think. Howard Levine opposed 
me and beat my butt on Song Night. In Lou Fucillo’s first year  
I was the overall head of Color War.

- As I recall the Council Ring was built and unpaved in 1950 but 
was paved for the summer of 1951. Aside from camp meetings 
and events like camp song night it was used for boxing matches.

- One winter a tree fell on 1A/1B; there was concern as to 
whether it would be ready for the camp season. There was 
also the winter when the “new” Rec Hall collapsed, a well 
photographed catastrophe.

- Other serious events I recall were the year visiting day was 
cancelled because of the polio scare, and when a camper fell 
on a hike around the lake and received a puncture wound in his 
thigh the diameter of a large lemon. Doc Skvirsky took care of 
him. Skvirsky was the physician in the State House and spent 
summers at camp after the legislature finished its session. The 
Doc also took care of Bob Glover, camp swimming instructor, 

who came down with a serious eye infection and spent a few 
weeks in a darkened infirmary.

- The first sound system with speakers all around camp and the 
ball field was installed by Cy Jacobs in the late ‘50s. Cy was also 
responsible for rejuvenating the tradition of singing carols in 
Louisburg Square on Christmas Eve.

- We used to have a “wash rock”, a large rounded outcrop on 
the lake shore about 100 yards down from the H dock heading 
toward Canard’s. You could stand in the lake up to your knees, 
pound your dirty shorts and socks on the rock and rinse them  
in the lake. It was also a spot to do some illicit swimming.

- My worst moment as a counselor was the morning I woke up 
and discovered one of my charges had run away during the 
night. This might have been the year you and I were together in 
2B. He hitched all the way to Boston, something that probably 
couldn’t happen today given Amber Alerts and the like.

- The first Black counselor I knew was Eldridge Moore; this was 
in the early ‘50s. He may have been a camper previously. He 
had a brother, Sonny, who was a camper with me in the early 
‘50s. Eldridge was 6’2” or beyond and skinny. My brother was 
a counselor in the same year and the two of them shared the 
same days off. The two of them made quite a sight, tall Eldridge 
and my brother who was barely 5’. They often hitched into 
Portland and I recall my brother telling me that Eldridge was 
probably the first Black anyone in Maine had ever seen.

- We had two physically handicapped campers in the early ‘50s, 
a great lesson for boys in humanity and dignity. One, Bobby 
Candoe, had a birth defect which involved a malformation of his 
neck and upper spine. The other boy, I think his name was John 
Russo, wore an artificial leg. He was quite an athlete despite his 
missing leg and amazed us when he took the field as a baseball 
pitcher. At night he would take off his leg and put it on the floor 
beside his bunk and when he went swimming he would leave it 
on the beach. No one ever fooled with it or teased him. In his 
quiet way he went about being a kid and so did we. 

I made two very close friends at camp, Neal Andelman and 

Bernie Krasnoff. We ended up going to high school together 

(Brookline High) and UMass Amherst. We were also 

counselors at camp for a couple of summers, probably 1959-

1960. After college we went our separate ways but our years 

together were really quite precious to me.

Counselors I especially remember include Joe Cataldo, a 

remarkable and special human being, Art Geller, humane, fun, 

caring. I still have a piece of one of his shirts in a scrap book. 

Talking about outhouses with no electricity reminds me 

of the Western Indian tribe that pooled funds to send a 

youngster to school where he learned to be an electrician. 

When he returned, to show his gratitude he installed electric 

lights in all the outhouses used by the tribe - he was the first 

person to ever wire a head for a reservation. <groan>

The camp was on a lake where our activities were centered 

along with a meadow used as a ball field. The lack of fancy 

equipment so prevalent in modern day camps did not 

have any effect on having fun. Aside from occasional ‘Hello 

Mother, hello father, here I am at camp granada’ feelings, 

my memories of those summers are very positive. We 

were assigned regular work schedules - as waiters, busboys, 

dishwashing, and other chores around the camp. We also 

had to wash our own clothes. This was done at a large 

relatively flat granite boulder that sloped down to the lake. 

The process consisted of standing in waste deep water by 

the ‘washing stone’, wetting the clothes to be washed, and 

spreading them out on the boulder. The items were then 

vigorously rubbed with a bar of soap on both sides before 

being rinsed and the process repeated. Finally the clothes 

were wrung out and hung on clotheslines to dry. You can 

imagine that after a few weeks of this kind of treatment  

there was not much left worth bringing home.

The lake at the campground did not have a sand beach -  

the water was a couple of feet deep at the shoreline. But 

after a long walk we did have access to a beautiful white sand 

beach - large and glorious with plenty of fresh water clams to 

dive for. One special treat was a weekly trip into town (East 

Parsonsfield, that is). It was a miles long hike through deep 

woods with all sorts of dangers lurking just out of sight. The 

only thing in town was a general store and campers were let 

in 5 at a time to spend pennies for candy and  

other necessities.

I don’t actually remember this anecdote very well but 

my mother told it so often it became part of my camp 

memories. On the way back from camp, the last time I went, 

we managed to get the train windows open so we could 

stick our heads out to get fresh air. In those days, trains 

used steam engines powered by coal and had black smoke 

belching out of the smokestack. Just as air could get into the 

train so could soot. Upon arrival at Boston’s North Station 

my mother found her little blonde, blue-eyed boy looking  

like a coal miner.

… And in this modern day and age with Google I can not 

only find out the WEH camp is still there, in that same spot, 

since 1908. I can even see satellite photos of the place. My 

memories are better though.”

And, as a follow up to questions Marty asked, Stan wrote 
more, from his home on the Hawaiian island of Kauai:

“I don’t remember the exact dates when I was at WEH 

camp – sometime in the early to mid forties would be 

correct. I don’t even remember for sure how many years that 

I went there nor the exact length of my stay. In writing my 

blog for my kids and grandkids (if they should ever become 

interested) I find that I remember a few things strongly but 

that 60 years tends to blur the sharpness of the memory and 

perhaps change it by erasing the bad stuff.

I don’t think I can add very much to what I published on my 

blog – feel free to use anything I have written. My lasting 

impression is that the WEH camp was low priced to make 

it more easily accessible and had none of the amenities that 

we associate with summer camps nowadays – laundries, 

equipment, pros and all that. With nothing to compare to, 

we certainly didn’t feel deprived in any way. 

There was no running water or electricity except in the  

rec hall – which I remember as being at the top of a hill that 

led down to the lake – and the dining room which was about 

half way down that same hill. I do not remember any names 

of councilors or any other campers. I lived in Dorchester at 

the time so had no neighborhood contact with any of the 

other campers. The food was hearty and there was plenty. It 

was served family style in large metal serving trays. I think we 

sat at wooden picnic tables – perhaps 10 or 12 campers to 

each. Everyone was assigned to a roster to either be a waiter 

– i.e. go to the pass through and pick up the trays of food and 

the metal pitchers of drinks or to clean up the dining room 

afterwards. I don’t remember doing KP or washing dishes  

but we might have …

Accommodations were screened bungalows or canvas  

tents erected on wooden platforms. When it got dark, we 

went to bed. Reading was with a flashlight. They kept us  

busy all day so we had no troubles sleeping – which I would 
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The Doodie was the kid that carried the egg or the cup of 
water. He was the kid that rode piggyback to the ball field. 
Coaches avoided assigning a Doodie to volley in tennis, canoe 
to Canards, shoot free throws, execute soccer penalty shots, 
or play soccer goalie. The Doodies became heroes if they could 
answer the mystery question, swim a lap fast in a sweatshirt, 
or run fast back from Canards. Some cocky atheletes were 
humbled if they performed below expectations in their events, 
and subsequently heard their names as “Doodies”. This 
humbling of cocky kids reduced the sting of the term to others. 

12. I remember watching, “The Bridge Over The River Kwai” in the 
Rec. Hall on an old reel-to-reel projector. Do we still have that 
projector? I bet you still have the movie reel in your cabin! 

13. I remember watching Neal Armstrong walk on the moon on 
the Mess Hall TV. 

14. I remember Alan Sands telling me he proposed to his wife on 
the Old Timers’ Dock. He had told her they were standing on 
“Hallowed Ground”.

15. I remember the time my Dad made a pledge in the council 
ring 4 months after my Mom died. He was trembling and 
could barely speak when he announced a donation in her 
memory. I cried. Over the years, I can remember many other 
families doing the same thing.

“Bob” 

By Eric Marder:

I was 10 years old and in 1A my first summer at camp. I 

found out that 2 kids from my neighborhood were on the 

bus, but I wasn’t really close friends with either of them – it 

was my only connection to home. The first night of camp 

we played tug-of-war on the soccer field. Brett Barenholtz 

somehow knew my name and was screaming in my face 

trying to motivate me to pull with all my might. I didn’t 

give up and he congratulated me after the event. I don’t 

remember who won, but was happy to be singled out 

as someone who was trying as hard as possible and was 

included in a celebration. I’m sure Brett doesn’t remember 

this and I haven’t thought about it in many years, but looking 

back I realize the feeling I must’ve had for an older kid to take 

the time to learn my name and to single me out as someone 

who could contribute to the team. It’s a special feeling for a 

10 year old to get that type of recognition.

Bobby Ryter is huge! ! !

Visiting day – I waited on the big rock and my parents were 

the last people to show up at camp.

Other Topics:

Cake and milk, Kenards, field trips (Laundromat, Dairy 

Queen, FunTown USA, tournaments with other camps), 

socials. What do you do when it rains? Bombardment, 

movies, mess hall, counselors as a role model (days off 

for counselors, coverage/relief, working in the kitchen), 

sponsorships, fundraising, capital improvements, competition 

from other camps and activities, an 8 year old carrying a  

2 gallon pitcher of piping hot chocolate, pass the ketchup 

– non stop, wear sweat pants and a hooded sweat shirt  

to breakfast b/c it’s so cold and immediately change into  

a swimsuit b/c it’s so hot, water sports on a cold morning.

Convey the emotional attachment that people have towards 

the West End after being in the program. What makes it such 

a special and unique experience and how do so many strong 

relationships get developed?

Unlike activities and the environment at home (my opinion), 

kids at camp have a unique opportunity to “be their own 

person” as everyone doesn’t know them or their families.

Camp activities:

Leagues (six different sports), waterfront (swimming lessons 

and then either tennis, archery, arts & crafts, boating, water 

skiing … crochet), and nightly games/activities. Kids greatly 

benefit from both the structured environment and variety  

of programs and activities.

Changes since I was a camper:

Beach volleyball, pitching machine, kayaks, bikes, updated 

bunks (new baths, roofs, lighting, water fountains), grass, 

council ring benches, updated tennis courts, bungalow at the 

entrance. The camp is more sensitive to child psychology 

issues, emotional growth, inclusiveness, and physical contact.

Color War:

Color war is a definite highlight of the summer which can’t be 

explained to anyone who hasn’t experienced it. Think of the 

hype going into Super Bowl Sunday and multiply it by another 

factor to imagine the level of intensity that 8-14 year olds 

bring to the playing fields. Camp taught me that the person 

I think a bunch of us tore his shirt playing capture the flag. 

Mike Lofchie goes on that list, too. He taught me a lot about 

being a counselor and about being a man.

We talked about Larry Gilligan and his “mark of distinction.”

I’ve taken enough of your time, Bill. I hope some of this 

stimulates you to write that book.

Regards,

Paul H. Levy

Bob Goober – written as an email to Bill Margolin  
February 2, 2007:

Bill: 

Per your mailing, here are some of my thoughts/memories 

about camp (camper 69-78, OTW 87-Present): 

 1. Who was the best basketball player to attend camp? Reggie 
Bird, Charlie Hennekins, others? The counselor basketball 
games were great theater for many eras. Many campers 
viewed some of these guys as idols. Watching them later on 
big stages (High School, College, etc.) gave us a sense of pride.

 2. In 2005, after over 30 years at camp, I think I witnessed the 
longest softball homerun ever hit in my era (includes camp 
and OTW). John Stoller hit a ball during OTW 2005 at the 
big diamond to straight away center field that cleared the 
top of the trees in the deepest part of the field. John was the 
beneficiary of high tech bats and balls, so it may be hard to 
equate this shot to other gulley shots over the years. 

 3. In 1974, Mike Finn was training all summer for football season 
at North Carolina (he played tight end). He was in great 
physical condition. I was in Gottlieb, and learned one morning 
about a story from the previous night. Peter Nason, Dave 
Bikofsky, Peter Avergun, Bobby Sherman, and others had been 
out in Limerick at the Benbow and had gotten into an arm 
wrestling tournament with some locals. Legend has it that 
Nason lost and became enraged (there may have been some 
wagering). Embarrassed and seeking revenge, they all drove 
back to camp, woke up Finn, and brought him to the Benbow. 
Supposedly Finn helped them win their money (and their 
pride) back and then some. (It would be helpful to get the 
story straighter from one of the eye-witnesses.)

 4. Peter Nason was a big weight lifter at camp from 72-74 
approx. One night in 4B, a mouse was seen in the cabin and 
the kids got all fired up. Standing on a bed, and holding a 

25 lb barbell weight, Nason executed a perfect drop that 
crushed the mouse. The event and the mouse remains were 
talked about for days. 

 5. In 1977, Alex Berger received his first Head Color War 
coaching assignment. Alex was not humble, and made it 
known his team (the Blue Convoy) would destroy the White 
Stallions. In the weeks leading up to color war, as each 
coaching staff stayed up late in the mess hall writing songs, 
Berger and his coaching staff relentlessly talked trash. The 
Stallions staff (Evan Hack, Alan Hack, Bobby Goober, Neal 
Shrier, Alan Sands, and Andy Lenick) were subjected to 
constant abuse from Berger and Co. before and during color 
war. The Stallions staff still takes great pride after winning  
one of the most lopsided color wars of all time. 

 6. I remember riding the Mount Cranmore Snowmobile for the 
first time in 1971? We also went to Dinah’s baths. I remember 
getting on the bus at the end of the day and everyone’s 
bathing trunks were ripped open along the seat of the pants 
from sliding on the rocks. 

 7. I remember travelling to camps like Manitou, Robin Hood, 
Marist and O-At-Ka to play basketball, baseball, soccer, and 
tennis. When we got off the bus, the kids from the other 
camps would laugh at us because our uniforms consisted  
of poorly fitting white t-shirts. They usually stopped laughing 
quickly, as we usually won most games in those days. 

 8. I remember the first time Bombs and Missiles was introduced 
as an evening activity. I was 11 and a high junior in 2B. Little 
did we know that B&M was more like a full contact rugby 
match. It was tackle football, without pads, and some of us 
were giving up 50 plus pounds. We still loved it, especially 
when we took down a senior.

 9. Not sure if I recall this 100% correctly … Gottlieb/Counselor 
hunts and the egg shampoos. If you found the Gottlieb kid or 
Counselor, you got to crack an egg on his head in front of the 
whole camp? If he wasn’t found, he got to pick a camper at 
random to give the egg shampoo? It was pretty funny, as long 
as you were the egger, not the eggee.

10. Hatchet Harry, Three Fingered Willie, etc., were bedtime 
stories that scared us as campers. In true WEHC tradition, we 
made them scarier when we re-told them as counselors.

11. The term “Doodie” is unique to WEHC. The first time I heard 
the term, “Doodie” was during a Color War Apache Relay 
when I was a junior. It was not an endearing term, and was 
at times mean and cruel. However, it played into the Apache 
Relay coaching strategy and often effected the outcome. 
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of Camp, my experiences and people I’ve met. Thank you 

Mom and Dad “making me stay” that first summer as it was 

the single best thing you have ever done for me. Bill, thank 

you for all your support over the years but most of all being 

patient with me back in 1979 (and in every subsequent year 

there after)! 

By Ryan Wilensky (October 15, 2007)

1985 and 1986 were the worst years of my life. Although I 

was only 7 and 8 at the time, I knew I was missing out on 

something big. Something great. And I had to hear about it 

constantly from my older brothers, Brett and Eric. Brett’s 

first year at camp was in 1984 and Eric’s in 1985. I will never 

forgive my mother for not letting me go to camp, in 1986. 

Who cares that I was 8 years old? My future bunkmates 

Adam Barr and Jason McLean were allowed to go when they 

were 8. Who cares if I was probably 4 feet and 45 pounds? 

During 1985 and 1986 I knew everything about the West 

End House Camp from listening to my brothers. I think 

I knew more about camp than most of the people who 

actually attended. Non-West Enders are always appalled 

when a song comes on the radio and we state the Color 

War team it came from when we were 9 years old. But, I 

was trained to be a West Ender at an early age and I can 

say its much, much worse. I still know many of my brother’s 

Color War songs from Color Wars that I was stuck dreaming 

about in my parent’s house in Stoughton, Massachusetts. 

This was my favorite one … 

“Veeee, for victory 

best team in history 

we are Dynasty 

Run, Run Away”

I knew about the greatness of the White Vice. I hoped I 

could be on a Color War team that great some day. I knew 

how fooled my brother Brett was, in 1984, when they had 

a Color War Fakeout. I think he was on the Wave, or was 

it the Lightning. I knew about how great Popeye the Cook 

was in 1986 and I memorized the song the campers sang in 

honor of the rest of the cooking staff. Popeye never came 

back in for 1987. Neither did Felipe and his brother Domingo 

Morales or Kerry Callahan for that matter. They must have 

gotten a better job as gourmet cooks at the Four Seasons  

or something. 

I was probably the most prepared camper to come up to 

West End, when my mother finally allowed me to go for 6 

weeks in 1987. I was ready to meet Sully, Deano and Bowling 

Ball and the rest of the West End staff that I had been 

memorizing. I never actually met Sully, Deano or Bowling Ball 

that summer, as they didn’t come back to camp in 1987. In 

fact, I don’t even know who Sully is to this day. But, the rest 

of the names were there. There was that Kevin (Lustig) guy 

and a camper named “Animal” who once ate a baseball bat. 

That was a camper I knew I better be on good terms with. 

There was that Johnny (Stoller) guy who stuck 18 Cheerios 

up one nostril. I thought I better avoid sitting next to him 

during breakfast. There was that kid named “Heavy Levy.” I 

hoped he wouldn’t sit on me. And of course there was Bill 

Margolin, the guy who knows if you’ve been naughty or nice. 

Kind of like a Jewish Santa Claus. I wondered how he led this 

group of wacky characters? I didn’t want to disappoint him. I 

hoped he would like me. 

So, the anticipation was finally over and a new beginning 

was upon me. I met up at Riverside to get on the bus, which 

would take me on my 6-week trip to a place that I dreamed 

about more than Disney World. That trip seemed like it 

lasted forever. 

Ask anyone who was at camp in 1987 and they will all say 

that it was the worst camp year ever. Even Bill Margolin 

would admit it. There was terrible cooks and bad weather.

There were so few campers that 1A was made into a storage 

room for the blankets and pillows. 

And Color War … that was even worse. There were only 

22 staff men that summer, so only 5 Color War coaches 

could be on each team. I was angry I got jipped out of seeing 

the usual 6 entrances. There was that lame Color War start 

when the Health Inspector said, “I have something else to 

say. It is really, really, really important.” Then she delivered 

the Magic Words, “Color War is Now!” I was stuck with 

Brett on the White Untouchables. Eric was lucky to be 

on the Blue Platoon and Brett and I had to endure Eric’s 

who “wants to win more” can many times overcome many 

other factors such as size, speed, and skill. This lesson can 

be incorporated in many other areas including school work, 

business, and personal fitness.

Chores:

Nobody likes cleaning, but all old timers have fond memories 

of the various assignments for straightening up the bunk. I 

still remember the main job roles – porch & basket, lines & 

grounds, sweeper, bathroom, waiter. Everyday, these chores 

teach kids teamwork, camaraderie, and to be respectful of 

others. At home, I sometimes joke with alumni about how 

my kids can’t come to the phone because they’re cleaning the 

bunk or have lines and grounds. To my mother’s amazement, 

I learned how to make a bed at camp with hospital corners 

and as an 11 year old, I could bounce a coin off my bedding. 

Not having parents around, forces a kid to become 

independent. I’m sure areas of personal hygiene and 

grooming may suffer in the short term and possibly for the 

entire summer for others. The lack of parental supervision 

necessitates a child to take care of themselves to a certain 

degree and to mature. The impact of this independence can 

give a child the self confidence to acclimate better in various 

situations as they get older. For example, a college freshman 

who leaves home may not get homesick and can concentrate 

on setting up their dorm room, school work, and meeting 

new people.

Food:

I’m not a picky eater and never complained about the food 

at camp. That being said, I recall some cooks being creative 

about using the items in stock. Such as having meatloaf for 

dinner, pasta with meatballs for lunch the next day, and 

American chop suey for the next dinner. I suspect it was  

the same meat being recycled to avoid waste. Some kids  

also take advantage of the pb&j option at each meal.

Staff:

I was a CIT for 1 year. Counselors are given a lot of 

responsibility at a relatively young age. They care for kids  

by making sure they are fed, dressed, clean, having fun,  

and getting along (both in terms of socially, personally,  

and emotionally).

Old Timer’s Week:

This could be an entire book. The changes in attitude from 

a camper to staff to alumni. The kids – the concept, what’s 

expected, how they’re rated, tipping, chores, etc. – this could 

be an awesome topic.

By John Zinman (November 30, 2007)

In 1979, my parents sent me to West End House Camp as 

a 10 year old. I vividly recall the scene at the busses that 

morning. I remember what I was wearing, what I had for 

lunch and the first people who I met that day are all still clear 

in my mind. I remember Bill introducing himself to my parents 

clipboard in hand. For some reason I recall this big kid Elliot 

Resnick talking with some other older kids and Izzy Kaplan 

(screaming his head off taking roll call). I remember the 

trunks being loaded. I remember Bobby Ryter introducing 

himself to me on the bus (first person I met). I was wearing 

a Red Sox Jim Rice shirt, blue jeans and my Needham Little 

League hat. My mother packed me a corned beef sandwich 

from Barry’s deli in Newton.

I can recall the busses pulling up to Camp and seeing the 

bunks and lower Camp area for the very first time. That 

summer I was extremely homesick and had a very difficult 

time adjusting to life away from home for the first time.  

A daily occurrence was trying to convince Bill to send me  

home and calling my parents with no shortage of tears. 

Fortunately, my parents and Bill were able to put up with 

me for the summer making me stay for the entire six week 

session. As soon as I came home from camp, I couldn’t wait 

to go back. I lasted 11 years as a camper and counselor and 

have never missed a summer at West End now returning 

every year as an Old Timer. My wife Jen will tell you that a 

condition of our engagement was that my attendance at Old 

Timer’s week is never up for negotiation. When we found 

out we were having our son, I was so excited that we would 

have another West Ender in the family. The second non 

negotiable point was that Jack will go to West End just like  

his father. West End House Camp has become part of who 

I am and a very big part of my life. Being a West Ender has 

been a life altering experience and one I feel extremely 

fortunate to have had. Many of my closest and oldest friends 

are West Enders and a day doesn’t go by where I don’t think 
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I have been truly privileged to be part of the great 

organization that is West End House Camp. Thank you … 

for your kind recognition of the small role I have played  

at the camp.

Sincerely,

Bryna Leeder

From the 2007 SPIRIT—The Best Day of the Summer 

By Evan Lepler

As a sports journalist, there’s a certain fear involved in trying 

to capture the magnitude of a major event. You want your 

writing to be special, to be more than words on a page, to 

really bring life and context to an accomplishment. And when 

you witness something improbable that gives you immense 

pride and satisfaction, you yearn to craft a column that 

genuinely reflects the emotions of the moment.

When the Celtics upset the Lakers in 1984, Bob Ryan 

faced this challenge. Twenty years later, the Sox’ life-altering 

October allowed Dan Shaughnessy to battle this journalistic 

test. And now, in 2007, it’s my turn. My topic is not an NBA 

Championship or the destruction of an infamous curse. This 

column will not be widespread literature like the work of the 

aforementioned Globe greats, nor is it meant to be. But from 

a personal standpoint, witnessing West End House Camp’s 

baseball tournament victory during the summer of 2007  

gave me the same chills and goosebumps as any historic 

athletic achievement. 

The day began in typical Robin Hood tournament fashion: 

a first round matchup against a formidable foe. While the 

Archers were barely squeaking past Cody’s 12-year-old 

hurler, West End opened up with Wigwam, always a scrappy 

team with whom we’ve had good battles over the years. But 

with the first round scheduled in a brisk 60 minute time slot, 

an intimidating challenge was ahead. We were expecting 

a tournament with at least a few games; it was possible we 

could be home by 11am after a few innings. 

A battle of southpaws ensued between West End’s Brian 

Tait and Wigwam’s version of Johan Santana. Despite some 

talented bats in both lineups, it remained scoreless after 

three innings. Leading off the fourth, Tait stepped into the

box guided by the proverbial cliché spoken to every pitcher 

with a chance to hit: “help yourself out.” Tait responded  

with a deep jack to right, far enough that the right-fielder 

needed to check his cleats for unwanted droppings as he 

retrieved the ball near Robin Hood’s renowned equestrian 

facility. Unfortunately, Wigwam had clearly practiced the  

all-important ‘cut-four,’ gunning down Tait at the plate on  

a bang-bang play.

West End was left wondering if that would be their only 

chance. When Wigwam scored the game’s first run in 

the bottom of the fourth, it seemed that the team from 

Parsonsfield was destined for an afternoon of senior 

waterfront. But with just over a minute remaining before 

the time deadline, the third out of the fourth inning was 

recorded, thus guaranteeing a final chance to stay in the 

game. Amazingly, West End’s tournament, which was just  

60 seconds from ending, was given new life. 

In the fifth inning, with desperation on everyone’s mind, 

the offense awakened. David Lach’s Ortizian RBI double 

controversially tied the game, as Lach’s blast to deep left 

also combined as the only goal West End scored in Robin 

Hood’s far soccer net all summer. With the ball out of play, 

our baserunner, hustling from first at the crack of the bat, 

was awarded home. While the go-ahead run was stranded, 

the game was still tied. Lach, on the mound in relief of Tait, 

quickly mowed down Wigwam in the fifth to send the  

game to extra innings.

The sixth, seventh, and eighth were almost identical to 

frames one through three. Lach proved himself to be a 

valiant force out of the bullpen (remember this), and Johan 

Wigwam continued to drill the strike zone and rely on a 

steady infield behind him. With every other team watching 

from the bleachers and ESPN Classic setting up their 

production truck inside the Realm, we headed to the ninth, 

which began over two and a half hours after the first pitch. 

Finally, the Wigwam pitcher’s Herculean effort came to a 

close, as he was removed after walking the leadoff man. 

Clearly fatigued, he watched his replacement get shellacked. 

A combination of hits and walks led to an eventual seven 

spot for West End in the ninth. And three defensive outs 

later, the House advanced to the semifinals, outlasting 

Wigwam in the game of the decade. 

obnoxious jokes about how the Untouchables lost by over 

200 points and how we forgot 2 of our songs during Song 

Night. Don’t blame me. I still know them 20 years later.  

We had kids on our team that needed to put an L on their 

left hand so they would remember which way to go on a 

“Left Face.” Yes I was the captain of the White Low Juniors 

that went 1-5, but what could I do if my teammates were 

Doodies who couldn’t even catch a Newcomb Ball. 

My first year at West End House Camp was so awful, that 

the first thing I did when I got home was to tell my mother 

that I would never go back there for 6 weeks again. 

So, from 1988 to 1999 I never went back to West End House 

Camp for 6 weeks. I DEMANDED to go for 8. 

What makes West End House so special is the life long 

friendships. It’s running into Jason McLean 10 years after he 

stopped coming to camp and instantly being friends with him 

again. Its being in a car with non-West Enders and saying hi to 

Mao at the Mass Pike toll booth and your friends wondering 

how the hell you know that guy. I think Mike Andelman put 

it best when he said something to the effect of, “It’s the only 

place in the world where you are great friends with guys  

20 years older than you or 20 years younger.”

That Kevin Lustig guy I heard so much about and met for the 

first time in 1987 is over 10 years older than me. He lives in 

Las Vegas now. Every year in late August, I pick him up and 

we take the 2 and a half hour drive up from Boston to East 

Parsonsfield and spend the entire drive talking about the 

famous 1988 Color War and how pissed off he still is that my 

Blue Machine, led by Head Coach Johnny Stoller, were able 

to hold off his White Empire by 4 points. 

Though 1987 was the worst camp year ever, I had the best 

time of my life. I was now an official West Ender, and now  

I have a lifetime of wacky characters to talk about myself like 

Junk Yard Dog, Tweetie, and Butthead. 

[NOTE: Ryan will be returning to Camp in the summer of 

2008 as Director of Operations.]

Bryna Leeder – a different perspective, a wonderful reminder 

of the importance of the Camp, and a clear echo of where we 

started (from letter to Marty dated February 26, 2007)

Dear Marty:

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to … members 

of the West End House Camp Board of Directors who 

selected me as the recipient of the Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. 

Award. Since I was privileged to know Mike and all he did for 

the West End House Camp, it is a humbling experience to 

have been awarded this honor.

As you know, the West End of Boston and the West End 

House Camp have been very important in my life. My father, 

Harold Leeder, grew up on Joy Street in the West End. My 

brother, Larry Leeder, first attended the camp in 1957. For 

him, and for all of us, the camp was a godsend, because at 

that time my father was going through a series of four brain 

operations and my brother needed a chance to get away 

from the sickness at home to be a carefree child.

In 1971, when I began teaching English as a Second Language 

at Watertown High School, the West End House Camp 

became a haven for those of my international students who 

were experiencing traumatic events in their lives and dealing 

with the demands of acculturating to a new society here in 

the United States. At the camp my students were free to 

just be boys who were having fun playing sports and making 

new friends, instead of ‘aliens’ who were members of families 

struggling to survive in a new country. Bill always had the 

welcome mat out and accommodations were always made 

for my students’ difficult linguistic and financial circumstances.

When Bill and I got married in 1989 I was eager to come up 

to camp and give back some of what the camp had given 

me over the years. I have been delighted to be able to bring 

up about 100 of my ‘kids’ from school who have benefited 

immensely from the experiences of camping and from 

exposure to the English language in their daily activities. The 

immigrant boys who have been lucky enough to attend West 

End House Camp have learned English and gotten used to 

American society much more quickly than those who were 

not so fortunate. In turn, they have brought an international 

awareness and perspective to other campers.
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2007 West End House 15 & under baseball team

Head Coach: Josh Swiecicki

Assistant Coach: Evan Lepler

Danny Bernard- OF

Kyle Danielson- 3B, SS, C

Ross Friedman- C

David Lach- SS, P

Ryan Leary- CF

Tim McDonald- OF, P

Joe McKinnon- 2B

Josh Singer- 3B, 1B

Ian Solomon- 1B

Doug Spink- 2B

Brian Tait- P, 1B, RF

Ben Yudysky- OF, P, SS

A West End House Memory

1999 was my first summer at West End House Camp. I was 

nine years old and in cabin 5B. I was not a legacy or a club 

kid; I was just a suburban kid who heard about camp from 

some family friends. I was afraid of what my camp experience 

might be like because I was shy and not very athletic. All my 

worries washed away when I first set eyes on the lake. My 

first swim test at West End lasted all of forty five seconds, 

but that was all it took for me to fall in love with Long Pond. 

That whole summer and pretty much every summer until 

I was a senior, I swam in the lake every chance I got. I went 

to every swim lesson and general swim that was offered. 

Almost nothing was as exciting for me as getting a double 

period of old timers dock for waterfront. I was actually upset 

when Color War started because one of the rules was that 

no one was allowed to go in the lake. I also loved going to 

Kennards. It was fun because we played with our staff and 

kind of got to take a mini excursion from camp. Boating, 

waterskiing, wakeboarding, kayaking, or canoeing, I would do 

anything that would get me in that water.

My love of the lake continued on throughout my years as a 

camper and when it became time for me to join the staff, my 

choice of position was obvious. I became certified as a 

Already physically and mentally exhausted, we took the field 

for a six inning (or 90 minute) game against Robin Hood. Ben 

Yudysky, an exceptionally talented soccer and basketball star, 

was handed the baseball and told to throw strikes. It was 

a task that he found to be, in his words, boring. He played 

catch with backup backstop Kyle Danielson for six shutout 

innings. Oh, and he didn’t allow a hit. A total snore-fest in his 

eyes, just the opposite for his coaches and teammates, who 

watched Yudysky tear through an overmatched lineup and 

send his team to the inevitable finals showdown with Camp 

Winaukee. As usual, there was nothing unenjoyable about 

beating the Green.

The final matchup, on paper, was a blowout. They were 

coached by a former top-ranked college baseball player; 

we were coached by a high school golfer, with a scrappy 

broadcaster as his sidekick. They had an army of 25; our 

active roster included just 11 healthy players (center fielder 

and leadoff hitter Ryan Leary injured his wrist early in the 

Wigwam game). They had busses of fans arrive in time for 

the opening pitch; the West End faithful were busy scarfing 

down chop suey in the mess hall. And after perennial 

champion Winaukee scored four easy runs in the top of the 

first off starter Tim McDonald, it seemed as if the magic  

was coming to an end.

But this day had a special feel from the beginning. These 

players had been indoctrinated to ‘respect the tradition’ of 

the Spirit of the House. Five years had gone by since the last 

tournament championship for West End, and that was far too 

long. Part-time goofball and excellent catcher Ross Friedman 

was the Kevin Millar that kept the team loose while also 

delivering crucial leadership. Veteran West End all-around 

athletes like Yudysky, Lach, and Danny Bernard epitomized 

the character that wins championships, and each 15 year 

old knew that this was their last chance. Trailing 4-zip in the 

bottom of the second, the team proved to themselves that 

they could compete, compiling three runs in a pivotal frame 

which let Winaukee know this would not be their typical 

stroll to a trophy. 

After three innings, the game was tied at 5. And in the 

fourth, West End took its first lead, capitalizing on a couple 

Winaukee mistakes with some timely hitting. Heading to 

the fifth (of a seven inning game), the House led 9-6. The 

unheralded McDonald had not only kept us in the game, but 

put us in a position to win it.

For the second time that day, shortstop David Lach, who had 

already thrown five shutout innings in relief in the Wigwam 

game, was moved to the mound. Lach issued a steady diet 

of strikes, firing with a velocity that pressured the desperate 

Winaukee hitters to make outs after falling behind in the 

count. When he retired the side in the fifth, the coaches 

began to ponder the situation: we needed just six more outs. 

The offense was shut down, but the defense behind Lach 

remained superb, and West End was now just three outs 

away from the title. Meanwhile, Winaukee, who scored four 

runs before an out was recorded in the top of the first, was 

on the verge of their first loss since the beginning of George 

W’s second term. 

With two outs and the tying runners on base, Lach caught 

the Winaukee batter looking, giving West End their first 

tournament championship in five years. While we didn’t have 

30,000 people in the stands, or even 30 on the sidelines,  

we celebrated on the mound like we had won the World 

Series, a remarkable display of euphoria that was a harbinger 

of things to come. 

Back at camp, no one knew the results of the day. We 

enjoyed the traditional championship Peebs (it never tasted 

so good!), and returned to East Parsonsfield around 9pm. 

With Queen’s “We Are the Champions” blaring at an 

excessive decibel level, we pulled the van into West End 

House Camp, drove down the hill banging the horn and 

yelling out the windows. By the time we reached the council 

ring, the brothers of the House had emerged from their 

cabins and began to realize what had happened. Together, 

everyone rejoiced. The uplifting scene had to be one of  

the most special moments ever inside the grounds of West 

End. And for the rest of my life, I’ll be grateful that I was  

a part of it. 

lifeguard and joined the water staff. I loved teaching swim 

lessons and going to Kennards with the campers. I also ran 

the clinics for my favorite color war sport, waterpolo. Even 

as I moved up the ranks of the staff I still loved doing dock 

duty and teaching swim, absolutely anything to be by that 

lake. Not every kid that goes to WEHC is a star athlete. The 

magic of WEHC is that there are other places to have a great 

summer besides on the field. That is the true magic of West 

End. It doesn’t matter if you’re a star athlete or someone 

who loves the water, because when your one of the boys 

you’re always one of the boys … .

Brandon Avergon

Camper/Staffman 1999-2008
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1955-1956 Dr. David G. Klein

1956-1957 Moseley M. Rowe

1957-1958 Albert Miller

1958-1959 Morris M. Davidson

1959-1960 Harold Kowal

1960-1961 James L. Smith

1961-1962 Albert Stearns

1962-1963 Michael W. Cataldo, Sr.

1963-1964 Rubin E. Garber

1964-1965 Max Feld

1965-1966 Herman Leventhal

1966-1967 Manuel E. Brown

1967-1968 Irving Guberman

1968-1969 Morris Boorstein

1969-1970 Louis I. Kane

1970-1971 Barnet Yanofsky

1971-1972 Hon. A. Frank Foster

1972-1973 J. Holly Holiver

1973-1974 John Black

1974-1976 Sidney Boorstein

1976-1977 Harold L. Goober

1977-1979 Allan Romanow

1979-1980 George Bennett

1980-1982 Hon. Norman S. Weinberg

1982-1983 Hon. Philip C. Garber

1983-1985 Lawrence Gilligan

1985-1987 Bert Wynn

1987-1988 Morton Sherman

1988-1990 Michael Lesburg

1990-1992 Samuel London

1992-1994 Peter Kaplan

1994-1995 Joel Goober

Presidents of West End House Auxiliary, Inc. (1936-1994)

In 1994 the assets of the West End House Auxiliary, Inc. 

were combined with those of the West End House, Inc.  

The Women’s Auxiliary was a stalwart organization that 

supported the ongoing activities of the Club and Camp.  

The following women served as its President:

Beatrice Eva Boorstein

Jeanette Burnes

Mary Cohen

Anne Feld

Shirley Bluestein Fisher

Rose Freedman

Ethel Krafsur

Mollie Leppo

Emma Schlosberg

Augusta Spector

Kay Weinberg

West End House Camp, Inc.

Presidents

H.L. Sweetser (1939-?)

Louis E. Kirstein (?-1943)

Samuel A. Block (1943-1947)

Ernest W. Soucy (1947-1953)

George E. Kane (1953-1958)

Hyman L. Rosengard (1958-1964)

Harry Marks (1964-1972)

Hon. Benjamin Gargill (1972-1979)

Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. (1979-1989)

Louis I. Kane (1989-1998)

Henry Barr (1998-2002)

Martin Jacobs (2002-2008)

Executive Directors

Mitchell Freiman (1908 – 1916)

Jacob M. Burnes (1916-1956)

S. Wallace Rubin (1956-1957)

Allie Coles (1958-1972)

William Margolin (1973-present)

Assistant Executive Director

Steve Lepler (1999-present)

Program Director/Head Counselor

Charles Atwater (1908-19___) – Harvard Law School grad; 
later Consul-General for Kingdom of Siam 
Dick Flint (1910?)
Ernest Soucy (19__-1915) – Harvard football end/coach,

assisted by Saul Seiniger (1915)

Max Levine (1916)

Max Levine (1917, in charge of the personal needs and 
morale of the boys as farmers at the alternate war camp 
in Belchertown)

Edward L. (“Eddie”) Casey (1919)—All-American (1919)
halfback at undefeated, Rose Bowl winning Harvard; 
Tufts (1922-1925) and Harvard coach (1931-34); member,
College Football Hall of Fame. Casey was assisted 
by Johnny Donnelly. 

13. The People

The West End House, Inc.

1927-1943 Louis E. Kirstein 

1943-1947 Samuel A. Block

1947-1953 Ernest W. Soucy

1953-1958 George E. Kane

1958-1964 Hyman L. Rosengard

1964-1972 Harry Marks

1972-1979 Hon. Benjamin Gargill

1979-1989 Michael W. Cataldo, Sr.

Camp Committee Chairmen

David Klein (1929-1958)

Joe Kaplan (1958-1990)

Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. (1979-1995), assisted by 
Henry Barr and Jim Stoller (from about 1989) 

Presidents of West End House Alumni 
Association, Inc. (1929-1995)

1929-1932 William Lichtenstein

1932-1934 Bernard J. Lewis

1934-1936 Max I. Omansky

1936-1938 Allie Coles

1938-1940 Joseph I. Levin

1940-1942 Ernest Burnce

1942-1944 Samuel Miller

1944-1946 David L. Fine

1946-1948 Hyman L. Rosengard

1948-1950 Charles Meirick

1950-1952 Samuel Lappen

1952-1953 George E. Kane

1953-1955 Hon. Benjamin Gargill

1950s (?) 

Dinner (clockwise from front left) Justin Burnes, unknown, Sid Krivitsky, Al Miller, 

Albert Stearns, Hy Diamond, Jack Savitsky, Joe Kaplan. (If the person at the far left is 

Samuel Goldberg a/k/a crooner Buddy Clark, as Manny Brown believes, this picture 

must be from the 1940s, as Clark died in a 1949 plane crash.) 
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Dan Liebman (2005)

Jason Cohen (2006-7)

Cooks 

John A. Billups (1915)

Ed Martin (1916, 1919-192__)

George ___________

Danny Clarke (1934?-41)

Joe Hovey (1942-1949)

Ralph Haliburton (1950-67)
with Alphonse Marsden most summers

Rose and John Carmos (1969-70)

Norman Larivee (1971) – “Stormin’ Norman”

Bob Jaynes and Ed Collins (1972-73), & kitchen boys 
Mark London, Steve Korn, Mark McCrensky, 
Jerry Robertson, John Davis, Harry Haber

Eddie Collins (1973-75)

Willie Green, Tommy Singleton, Kenny Green, 
Henry Dallin (1976), & kitchen boys Jan Goldstein, 
Walter Flanagan, Cliff Rich, Steven Ashe

Henry Dallin (1977)

Marlin Jackson (1978-84)

Sean Callahan (1985-1986)

Bob Lantz (1987)

Everett, Arlene and Sue (1989)

Harvey, Herb & Lou (1990)

Peter, Oscar & Dave (1991)

Joe, Bill & Kevin (1992)

Dave and Stefanie (1993)

Jay, Steve & Greg (1994)

Skip, Joe & Paula Sanborn(1995)

Norman Smith, Paul Chant, Paula Sanborn (1996)

Joe, David, Paula Sanborn (1997)

David, Chris and Kelly (1998)

Chris, Kelly and Lisa (1999)

Chris, Kelly and Daniel (2000)

Chris, Kelly and Wally (2001)

 ???                                   (2002)

Jim and Reed (2003)

Lee and Linda Russell, and Davis (2004)

Lee Russell and Corey (2005)

Lee and Linda Russell, and Nelson (2006)

John and Brian (2007)

Doctors/Nurses

Dr. Charles Schlosberg (1920s to 1980s, in many capacities)

Dr. Solomon Skvirsky (194_-1957)

Elizabeth Brewer (1956-60)

Dr. Louis Nathan (1958)

Euphrasia Purrington (“Miss Frazier”) (1961-63, 66-69, 74-75)

Dr. Sidney Dushan

Dr. Theodore Dushan

Eva Harris (1964-65)

Dr. David Bloom 

Dr. Charlie Hennekens (since 1960 as Counselor, as Doctor 
196__-1977)

Dr. Joseph Hammer (from 1924 to 1976 in many capacities)

Peggy Morris (1970)

Mrs. Swasey (1971)

Dr. Bainher (1972)

Dr. Louis Nathan (1972)

Chris Hodges (1976)

Dr. Shurin (1976)

Diane Doria (1977-78)

Dr. Rosenfeld (1977)

Judy Norris (1979)

Kathleen Balzarini (1982)

Connie Guare (1985)

Virginia Smith, Jeanne Colbath (1987)

Denise Day, Jeanne Colbath (1988)
& Drs. Charlie Schlosberg, Ronald Weinger, Jim Peggs

Jeane Colbath (1989) & Drs. Evan Hack, Mike Kita, 
Bob Levin & Jim Peggs, Jeanne Colbath: “My most
memorable day was when Lewis Tom came to me
complaining of ear pain after having toothpaste squirted
in it the night before.  None of my medical books list the
treatment for such a problem.”

1938 

Allie Evans

Josh Weeks (192__)—Brown U. All-American end

Sidney Stanton (1924)

Charles Schlosberg (late 1920s)

Jim Kemp (1929)

Joseph Hammer (1930-32)

Milton Burnes (1933-34) – Dartmouth College graduate

Allan Romanow

Sid Krivitsky

Gigi Bennett

Eddie Rubin??

Jonas Klein (1937)

Jimmy Smith, Myron Burnes, Justin Burnes, 
Lee Romanow (1938-41)
Lennie Backer (1942)
Albie Nason (1943-4)
David Krivitsky, David Rowe, Walter Kozol & 

Norty Miller (1945-6)
David Krivitsky (1947-49)
Mike Rowe (1950-1952)
Charlie Lamontagne (1953)
Arthur Geller & Jonas Klein (1954)
Mike Miller (1955-1956)

Larry Gerishardi (1957)

Ed Nankin (1958-1959)

Lou Fuccillo (1960-1965)

“Coach” Norm Ullum (1966-67)

Bobby Gordon (1968-69)

Bob & Dave Gordon (1970)

Mark Fanger (1971)

William Margolin (1972)

Don Dutch (1973)

Don Dutch (1974-75) On Site Director, with 
Peter Prindle as Program Director

Charles Ayvazian (1976-77) On Site Director, with Program
Directors Jeff Kublin and Jeff Solomon (in 1976) and 
Herm Diehl (in 1977)

Jeff Solomon (1978-79)

Alex Berger (1980-1982, 1984)

Dan Aronson (1983)

Gerry Walsh (1985-86)

John Stoller (1987-8)

David Andelman and John Zinman (1989)

David Andelman (1990-1)

Mike Andelman (1992-3)

Brian Bloch (1994-5), with Billy Faria (1995)

Michael “Santa” Santosuosso (1996-7), with 

Adam Barr (1996-7)

Adam Barr (1998-9)

Danny Barr (2000-5)

Josh Swiecicki (2006-7)

Waterfront Director

Bob Glover (1949-52)

Charlie Lamontagne 

_______Gibbs (1953-56)

Buddy Viddum (1957)

Blis Nehalsingh (1958)

Jim Coots (1959-60)

Paul Dahill (1961)

Don Grant (1962)

Brian Donnelly (1963-4)

Mike Goldstein (1965, 66-Ass’t)

Jerry Feld (1966-67)

Joel Goober (1968)

Mike Gabel (1969)

Dick Sharpstein and Mark O’Donoghue (1970)

Mark O’Donoghue (1971)

Rich Weiner (1972)

Jim Prelack (1973)

Chuck Giancola (1974)

Richard Wunder (1975)

Mike Cataldo, Jr. (1976)

Bob Goober and Jim Murphy (1977)

Peter Chantiles (1978-82)

Jim Stoller (1983-84)

Kevin Lustig and Judd Brandeis (1985)

Kevin Lustig (1986)

Mark Lustig and Lee Rappaport (1987)

Kevin Lustig and Lee Rappaport (1988)

Kevin Lustig (1989)

David Regensburger (1990-1)

Mikael Troubh (1992-3) and Brian Bloch (1993)

Ron Cochran (1994)

Brian Bloch (1995)

Matt Wynn and Caleb Englander (1996-7)

Adam Avakian (1998-2000)

Jared Wilk (2001)

Seth Thomases (2002)

Drew Thomases & Jeffrey Berger (2003)

Jeffrey Berger (2004)
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Thousands of people have devoted time, effort, and resources to enable the West End House Camp to be 

so successful for so long. The loyalty and support of some has spanned many decades. We have called upon 

more than one hundred people for help in the creation and publication of this book. We would like to 

highlight some of them for contributions that may not have been otherwise noted, while at the same time 

sincerely apologizing to anyone who we may inadvertently fail to mention.

The Book

We must first thank all of the dozens of people who were gracious enough to be interviewed for this book, 

each for hours; their names are listed after the Bibliography. Also we are grateful to Manny Brown, Sam 

London, Larry Gilligan, Hy Escott, Norman Weinberg, Michael Gordon, Steve Lepler, Jeff Solomon, and 

Malcolm Alter for their help in identifying some of the individuals in the photos. (Unfortunately we were 

not able to identify everyone.) Norty Miller was an outstanding help in his reminiscences, and Ellis Field 

(courtesy of his son, Steve) supplied us with invaluable WEH historical materials (a scrapbook filled with 

his weekly articles published in 1929 – 1931 in the Jewish Advocate). Sincere appreciation is extended to 

Stan Kramer, Fred Ferrara, Irma Sands and her sons Mark and Alan, Jeff Solomon and Marshall Arkin for 

offering photographs for the book. Others who contributed photographs are acknowledged throughout 

the book; hopefully we haven’t missed anyone. We thank all those who helped us to piece together the 

details of Color War’s history, although it is still incomplete, a work in progress. Linda Humphrey (the 

granddaughter of Allie Evans, who figured so prominently in the history of our camp) was truly gracious in 

providing her recollections, photos, and other documents regarding her grandfather, his work at the camp, 

and the eventual sale of the land to WEH Camp, Inc. We extend our gratitude also to her husband, Peter, 

and son, Mark, for their help. Thanks also to Aaron Leppo, Carolyn Eggert, Malcolm Margolin and Diane 

Lee of Heyday Books, Carol Thomas, Bryna Leeder, Spencer Ordway (owner of Camp Winona), and Larry 

Leeder for their assistance.

Ongoing Support

The traditional Council Ring event during Old Timers Week is the single most important  

recurring fundraising event.

New facilities and activities were introduced during the past twenty years. The beach volleyball court 

(donated by Eddie Andelman in memory of his father, Maxwell) was erected next to the outdoor 

basketball/volleyball court. The batting cage was constructed behind the Rec Hall. Mountain bikes and 

kayaks were purchased and became instant hits; new motor boats were purchased and banana boating 

became quite the rage. (Thank you, Brett Barenholtz.)Hikes in the White Mountains under the direction 

of Steve Lepler became a regular feature, as did the revival of socials with various girls’ camps. Desert 

War was introduced by Adam Barr. Many other improvements have been made, from new and improved 

sewage disposal facilities, to new roofs, new lighting and bathrooms in the bunks, refurbished tennis courts, 

sailboats, kitchen equipment, new Mess Hall tables and seating. The outstanding recreation hall has seen 

the addition of an electronic scoreboard donated by Dave Krivitsky, the relighting of the basketball court 

Postscript and AcknowledgmentsKaren Cote (1990) & Drs. Evan Hack, Mike Kita, Bob 
Levin & Joel Alpert

Beth Martin (1991) & Drs. Evan Hack, Bob Levin & Mike Kita

Linda Jones (1992-93) & Drs. Evan Hack, Bob Levin, 
Mike Kita & Joel Alpert

Linda Jones (1994-2001)

Christine LeTourneau & Virginia Smith (2002)

Andrea and Dan Thompson, and Virginia Smith (2003)

Sandi Nelson (2004-7) with assists from Virginia Smith 
(2004-5) and Zoe (2006-7)

Maintenance

Allie Evans (1908-1949)

Evans negotiated the leases and sales and for many years 
was the co-owner of the land. He also served as caretaker 
for the Camp’s buildings and grounds, and for many years 
lived in what we now call the Cooks’ House.  We believe 
that it was Allie Evans who, around 1943-4, built Bill’s cabin 
(“Eli Mendelsohn”), the Wonderland cabin, the Bancroft 
and Gottlieb cabins (combined in 1961 into the present-day 
Gottlieb cabin) and perhaps the Auxiliary.

George Mouradian (1947-73)

Started by assisting Allie Evans 1947-1949, became seasonal 
head custodian in 1950; became full time in 1953; assisted 
in the 1960s -1973 by sons Van and Eddie, all of whom 
are fondly remembered by many. George was also the 
Postmaster for East Parsonsfield.

Phil Day (1973-84)

Phil was recommended by Doc Charlie; devoted to his 
work at Camp; a man of extraordinary physical strength

Dwight Day (1984- 94)

Phil’s brother, equally devoted to the Camp; was assisted  
in later years by his son Joe and wife Linda

Joe Day (1994-6)

Norman Scott (1996-2004) 
Son of Scotty, our bus driver from the 1960s), Norm  
has been simply wonderful and has been greatly helped  
by his wife Joan, son Roland (1996-2001) and son-in-law  
John Fredette

John Fredette (2005-present) 
Continuing the wonderful job done by Norm, and assisted 
by Norm and Joan Scott, his in-laws)

2007 Norm Scott (left) and John Fredette, near the 

canoe dock, after wrapping up another season

George and Bea Mouradian, 1960s

(courtesy of Ed Mouradian)
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(Immediate Past President), George Kane (Past President) 

and members (listed alphabetically) Brett Barenholtz, Adam 

Barr, Brian Bloch, Sidney Boorstein, Ron Cochran, Paul 

Cohen, Steve Curley, Carolyn Eggert, Hy Escott, Harold 

Goober, Robert Goober, Paul Gordon, Jeff Kublin, Aaron 

Leppo, Bruce Levine, Kevin Lustig, John Parker, Robert Ryter, 

Robert Sherman, Bert Wynn, Steve Wynn, and John Zinman.

The staff is always the Camp’s key component, its life blood. 

This truth can never be overstated. The fact that so many 

of the counselors were former campers increases the sense 

of camaraderie, good fellowship and affiliation with the 

West End House in future years. Indeed, Old Timers’ Week 

at Camp is never lacking for participants from “graduate” 

counselors. Josh Swiecicki offered this perspective on the 

“Spirit of the House” in the 2006 SPIRIT:

How does West End continue to run after 98 years? Beyond 

sports and waterfront activities, the most important aspect 

of the camp is how these attributes are passed on from staff 

man to staff man, staff man to camper, and generation to 

generation. As a West End House staff member, you realize 

the responsibility that is placed upon your shoulders, as 

it is an honor and privilege to spend your summer in East 

Parsonsfield, Maine. The entire staff loves West End, and 

this is how young campers gain the love for the camp and 

continue to come back summer after summer.

There have also been daunting moments at the Camp. One 

year when the staff came up to open up camp a storm 

earlier in the day had knocked out power as the counselors 

began to arrive. The supply truck, driven by Bob Levine, had 

broken down about 30 miles from camp, and the custodian, 

Dwight Day, was disposing of branches that had been strewn 

over the campus area. To make matters worse, as the staff 

gathered in the Council Ring to go over bunk assignments, 

Mike Andelman was stung on the lip by a bee and was driven 

to the hospital as his lip swelled to twice its normal size. 

What a way to start the camp season!

Even during a challenging year like 1987, when there were 

decreased numbers of campers (1A was closed) and staff 

(ten Sr. Counselors, three 2nd Year CITs, nine 1st Year 

CITs) and an unusually poor and persistent weather pattern, 

everyone came through and made it a successful season. 

Ryan Wilensky, a rookie during that summer of 1987, refused 

to return for six weeks the following summer, but demanded 

to return in 1988 for eight weeks. (See his reminiscences in 

Chapter 12) The next summer, 1988, was, by all accounts, 

a banner summer. Twenty years later, in 2008, Ryan will be 

back at Camp in a very senior position.

Since the early 1970s, despite the loss of native West Enders, 

the Camp has consistently succeeded in attracting a more 

diverse population of campers than ever. As always, there 

are many descendants of old West Enders (seven campers 

in 2007 related to Jake Leppo) from many of the suburbs 

around Boston, joined by boys from Allston-Brighton, from 

Maine, from many states outside of New England, and even 

from outside the United States. In June of 2006 and 2007, 

we happily welcomed a large number of Lowell boys of 

Cambodian ancestry for their first trip to our Paradise. Our 

camper population demographic has been called by Paul 

Gordon, an active member of the Camp Board of Directors, 

a unique “accident of history”; the result of one hundred 

years of shifting populations, the razing of the West End, 

and the status of the Camp, in law and in practice, as a true 

nonprofit entity with an unchanging emphasis on attracting 

and serving a diverse mix of boys without regard to race, 

class, religion or ethnicity. It is, indeed, a unique but happy 

accident of history, originally made possible by James J. 

Storrow, a blue-blood Yankee who helped and inspired a 

group of poor immigrant Jewish boys.

Of course we cannot know what changes are in store for the 

Camp in its next century, any more than Jack Burnes and the 

other first campers in 1908 could have known what would 

happen to their Paradise in East Parsonsfield and their homes 

in the West End of Boston. However, we do know that the 

Camp has helped and inspired thousands of kids from all 

walks of life, and we know that “the Spirit of the House” is 

real, alive and well.

This book may be supplemented by a CD containing  

copies of a variety of historical documents from the  

Camp’s history, including leases and deeds, excerpts from 

West End House Bulletins (from the Club and Camp’s first 

two decades), West End House Briefs (written by Ellis Field 

and published in the Jewish Advocate 1929-1931),  

Camp yearbooks and newspapers, and more.

through the volunteer efforts of Bob Cohn (in memory 

of his father-in-law Sam Randall), the addition of bleacher 

seats and a scoreboard for the outdoor basketball court 

donated by Jack Satter (in memory of Judge Benjamin Gargill 

and in honor of Myra Kolton), and the expert repair of the 

magnificent stone chimney by Cliff Cudjoe. The floor is 

refinished annually. The facility is the finest of its kind  

in Maine, if not all of New England. Visiting teams, and  

visitors in general, are always deeply impressed by this 

magnificent structure.

Every year, new athletic and infirmary equipment  

and supplies are bought and/or donated by devoted alumni 

including, most recently, Steve Curley and Brett Barenholtz. 

The waterfront H-dock has been periodically re-carpeted  

as needed, through the unflagging generosity of Bert  

Wynn. In the past decade the landscaping and fields have 

been steadily and lovingly improved under the relentless  

urgings and steadfast supervision of Bill Swiecicki. The  

Camp has established a very effective website at  

www.westendhousecamp.org, as well as an in-season  

photo website through “Camp One.” John Zinman has 

worked to establish a new arrangement to make available  

to the WEHC community shirts, sweatshirts and other  

gear with the Camp logo.

Laurie Kaplan—who has known the Camp, Long Pond and 

many West End House families throughout her life, and has 

spearheaded the movement to start a WEH girls’ camp 

(which has already had two very successful summer sessions, 

in 2006 in New Hampshire, and in 2007 at Crossroads For 

Kids in Duxbury, Massachusetts)—has been a very generous 

contributor to the boys’ camp, providing funds in memory 

of her parents, Joe and Ida. These donations have supported 

not only scholarships for needy children, but also the 

upgrading of the Jack Burnes/Old Infirmary cabin where  

her father stayed during his visits to Camp and which bears  

a plaque in his memory.

Dozens of Endowed Funds have been created over the years 

to help pay for boys to come to Camp; a listing may be found 

at the end of Chapter 11.

In addition, major donors who have contributed generously 

to the operating budget in recent year include separate 

foundations established by Camp alumni Jim Gordon  

and Alan Lewis.

There are many people whose work behind the scenes 

has helped our organization continue to run smoothly all 

these years. Elmer “Bud” Runyon has served as Clerk of the 

Camp Corporation for several decades. He was especially 

helpful during the time we were fighting to gain tax-exempt 

property status in the State of Maine. His work was pro 

bono all these years, truly an indication of his devotion  

and loyalty to our cause.

CPA Mark Kesner (of the accounting firm of Kesner, Godes 

& Morrissey) has overseen the bookkeeping and financial 

records of the Camp for well over thirty years. The 

professionalism and understanding of our organization by 

Mark and his staff have always assured the Camp of timely 

and accurate reports to various government agencies. The 

staff who have been directly involved with the Camp include 

Kathy Lindenberg, Elena Roberts, Deirdre Dwyer, Janet 

Gifford, Michelle Duke, and Alyssa Garretson, with fond 

memories of the late Phyllis Ayoub.

Every year a 16 or 18 foot truck is rented in order to bring 

supplies, staff luggage, and other items to Maine at the start 

of the set-up week. We gratefully acknowledge the volunteer 

drivers who have helped us over the years: Cliff Cudjoe, 

Brighton Lew, Mickey Chaet, Jack McCoy, and the late  

Jimmy Snow, Seymour Oberman and Bobby Levine.

Tony Goroshko has not only been the driver of the 

aforementioned supply truck, but at the end of each season 

has generously offered the services of Goroshko Moving 

Company to bring back to Boston the trunks and other 

luggage of the campers going home on the last day each 

season. The volunteer efforts of Tony and his staff are  

greatly appreciated.

We are indebted to Elyse Zucker (annual camp video); 

Art Zucker (waterskiing instruction), Andrea Howard and 

Karen Cyr (WEH Boys & Girls Club); Franciscan Children’s 

Hospital (bus meeting place); St Elizabeth’s Medical Center, 

Karen Kennedy and her predecessors Frank Moy, Jr. and 

Joseph A. Walsh (donation of medical supplies); Ramie Lepler 

(invaluable help in so many different ways); and the entire 

West End House Camp Corporation for all that they do. 

As of January, 2008, the Corporate Board (in addition 

to Marty Jacobs, the current President) consists of Vice 

Presidents Michael Berger, Bill Swiecicki and Jim Stoller, 

Treasurer David Bikofsky, Clerk Elmer Runyon, Henry Barr 
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Interviewees, listed alphabetically, with dates of attendance 
noted to the extent known and applicable:

Malcolm Alter (1957-64)

David Andelman (1980-1992)

Michael Andelman (1981-1993)

Henry Barr (1957-1963)

Bruce Balder (1970-1976)

Michael Berger (1962-1966)

Reggie Bird (1960-1972)

Sid Boorstein (1945, 1953, 1955-57)

Steve Brown (1956-1966, 1968)

Jay Cohen (1971-1977)

Harris Coles (1945)

Herb Cooper (1939-40)

Bobby Eggert (1970-1976)

Hy Entin (1920-19___) 

Hyman Escott (1925-20__)

Billy Faria (1988-1995)

Gerald Feld (1949-1960; 1966-67)

Ellis Field (1925?-1931?)

Arthur Geller (1948, 1953-55)

Larry Gilligan (1941-1953)

Harold Goober (1933-19__)

Joel Goober (1958-1965, 1968)

Robert Goober (1969-1978)

Paul Gordon (1959-60)

Robert “Bobby” Gordon (1959-1970)

Todd Grossman (1985-1994)

Linda Humphrey (granddaughter of Allie J. Evans)

Myron Idelson (1937-38)

Joe Jacobs (1997-2004)

George Kane (1919-20__)

Laurie Kaplan (daughter of Joseph Kaplan)

Peter Kaplan (1965-1972)

Fred London (1959-66)

Samuel London (1935-1940)

Tony LoVuolo (1953-55; 1959)

Eric Marder (1979-1984)

Josh Mendelsohn (1986-1996)

Norty Miller (1938-1946)

Phil Oddo (194_-19__)

Nathan Patt (1936-1941)

Sam Pirri (1947-50)

S. Wallace Rubin (1956-57)

Elmer Runyon

John Sergei (1941-43??) 

Ralph Santosuosso (1953-55; 1957-61)

Keith Sherman (1961-1972)

Bobby “Tank” Sherman (1964-1973)

Neil Shrier (1969-1977)

Stu Snyder (1973-1982)

Jim Stoller (1974-1984)

David Wizansky (1948-1953)

NOTES

 1.  By deed dated April 17, 1918 and recorded April 22, 1918 at the York County Registry 
of Deeds in Alfred at Book 660, Page 343, Zaphira Evans sold her undivided one-half 
interest to Allie J. Evans for about $1,365.00. (IRS stamps were $1.50) 

 2.  Evans’ signature was witnessed and notarized by William B. Randall, the same man who 
had witnessed the signatures of Evans and Eastman on the (unrecorded) 1922 lease.  
This new lease was recorded at the York County Registry on April 26, 1928, at Book 
786, Page 514.

 3.  The deed was recorded at the York County Registry of Deeds on May 2, 1933  
at Book 836, Page 143.

 4.  The deed was recorded at the York County Registry of Deeds on July 21, 1938  
at Book 916, Page 540. 

 5.  The President was noted as H.P. Sweetser, Vice President was Samuel A. Block, Clerk 
was Kenneth Baird, and Treasurer was M.G. Connellan. In addition to these officers, 
the other five Trustees were Edward I. Gold, Lester E. Sapiro, Cedric H. Thomas, Frank 
Burns and Samuel Gottlieb. The form of the Certificate was approved by the Maine 
Attorney General’s Office on February 14 and the Certificate was filed February 16  
with the Secretary of State’s Office. 

 6.  The deed was prepared by Baird. It was signed also by Anne J. Burnes, Jack Burnes’ wife, 
to relinquish “all rights of descent and all other rights.” Witness and notary was  
Stella R. Hayes. The deed was recorded February 25, 1939 at the York County Registry, 
at Book 934, Page 425. 

 7.  The sellers were both described in the deed as “of Parsonsfield” and “single”.  
The Warranty Deed was recorded March 20, 1948 in Book 1109, Page 391. 

 8.  More than 50 years later, in connection with concerns over the condition of the small 
dam on the westerly edge of the Camp’s land at West Pond which some believed was 
affecting the West Pond water level, the Camp commissioned Porter, Maine surveyor 
Scott Metcalf to perform a survey and create a recordable plan of the first parcel in the 
1948 deed, the parcel which was believed to be 80 acres, more or less, on the south side 
of The Road Between The Ponds. Metcalf completed his survey and recorded his plan in 
August, 2000 and found this parcel to contain close to 94 acres. The dam concerns were 
resolved to the satisfaction of the West Pond Association and the Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection. See Easement dated January 14, 2002 and recorded February 
1, 2002 at York County Registry of Deeds at Book 11350, Page 199.

 9.  The two lots in the 1948 deed are together known on the Town of Parsonsfield’s tax 
records as a 122 acre parcel called Parcel 30.

10.  As Trustee of the Grossman Family Trust. Grossman had purchased and then sold the 
old Limerick Mills properties, and these lots remained from those transactions. Noah’s 
Pond is less than a mile south of the “Kennard” house. These parcels are approached 
via an access point off Long Pond Road. After recording on September 24, 1962, the 
Quitclaim Deed was returned to “Elmer E. Runyon, Cornish, ME.” This is the first 
mention of Attorney “Bud” Runyon in the real estate records of the Camp. He worked 
on the 1960s real estate transactions for the Camp described here and later served the 
Camp corporation for years as its Clerk. Bud has long been helpful to the Camp, still 
resides in Parsonsfield and was graciously interviewed for this book.

11.  The Warranty Deed was witnessed and notarized by Bud Runyon, then with an office  
at 1 High Street in Sanford. 

12.  Not recorded until November 12, 1957 in the York County Registry of Deeds  
at Book 1361, Page 218.

13.  Recorded October 20, 1959 at York Registry of Deeds at Book 1408, Page 281.

14.  Recorded May 24, 1962 at York Registry of Deeds at Book 1492, Page 291.

15.  There is a Kennard family plot in the East Parsonsfield Cemetery.

16.  Recorded October 20, 1965 at Book 1683, Page 485. Their signatures to the Warranty 
Deed were witnessed and notarized by Massachusetts attorney Francis J. Tobin. The 
Fulchers owned the land for less than five years, having bought it in May, 1961 from  
John P. and Mary D. Carroll, who then also owned the neighboring lot to the east.
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he felt and utterly trusting in your sharing it.” It was easy to see 
that he was, as a classmate has said, “ just naturally exceptionally 
clean-minded and wholesome.” Not “popular”, in the ordinary 
sense, he was undoubtedly the most respected man in his class, 
and at graduation was elected not only second marshal, as a Varsity 
crew captain might well be, but also chairman and treasurer of the 
permanent class committee.

… [H]e instinctively resented the claim of any group in society to 
being better than others, and accordingly wore the ties of his own 
with the utmost looseness. No one could have been more natural 
and unselfconscious than he, more friendly, or more innocent of  
the existence of any art in social relationships …

Storrow proceeded directly to Harvard Law School, 

graduated in 1888, joined the Boston law firm of Storey, 

Thorndike and Hoar, and then, after only one year became 

a member of the newly formed firm of Fish, Richardson and 

Storrow, where he continued to work for eleven years  

(until 1900). 

In 1891, he married Helen Osborne of Auburn, New York, 

whom he had first met on a mountain path above Zermatt, 

Switzerland in the summer of 1883. Helen, born September 

22, 1864, had a notable pedigree of her own. She was the 

daughter of David Munson Osborne, a wealthy manufacturer 

of farm machinery, and Eliza Wright Osborne. Eliza was the 

daughter of Martha Coffin Wright and the niece of Lucretia 

Moffin Mott, the well-known abolitionist. Martha and 

Lucretia, along with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and a few others, 

organized the woman’s rights convention in 1848 at Seneca 

Falls, New York that made the first organized demand for 

votes for women in the United States. Eliza often entertained 

friends of her mother and sister in the cause of womens’ 

suffrage, including Susan B. Anthony. 

In 1892, their only child – James Jackson Storrow, III (to be 

known in the family as Jack) – was born. Apparently, Jim and 

Helen both wanted more children, but it was not to be. 

In April, 1897, Jim’s father died suddenly of heart failure.  

His grandfather, to whom he had always been close, passed  

away in 1904.

Storrow worked hard and well as an attorney, but changed 

careers in 1900 when the dominant and influential banking 

firm of Lee, Higginson & Company, seeking a partner to 

replace the deceased James Jackson, made a flattering, 

unexpected offer. “Frederick P. Fish, who, from his position 

While Jim was lucky to have been born as the second child 

of a prominent Yankee family (with an older sister named 

Elizabeth and younger brother named Samuel), unfortunately 

his mother died well before his second birthday. His family 

then moved from Pinckney Street on Beacon Hill to the 

Longwood area where they lived for eight years, until 1873, 

when they moved to 417 Beacon Street, Boston, upon his 

father‘s marriage to Annie Dexter of Brookline. As he grew, 

Jim came to love outdoor sports, especially rowing and  

long-distance walking, swimming and sailing. He was also  

a voracius reader. His family was described as very close  

but “undemonstrative” and “reticent”, a stereotypical old 

Boston family. 

Jim (his father was known in the family as James) entered 

Harvard in September, 1881 and made his lasting mark there 

primarily as captain of the undersized and inexperienced but 

surprisingly, even shockingly, successful varsity crew of 1885. 

The story of that success is told in detail and at length in the 

autobiography of Storrow by Pearson, but for our purposes 

may be summarized in the following two paragraphs from 

page 21 of that book:

What Jim did was to establish college rowing on exactly the same 
basis that exists today [i.e. almost 50 years later]. Sooner or later 
the professional coaches recognized that four miles was too long 
a distance for crews to row a very fast stroke, and Jim proved 
conclusively that the professional method of applying power, their 
“watermanship” and their rigging, was vastly more effective than  
the amateur college methods in vogue …

The characteristic that most impressed his friends was his 
remarkable power to get their best and hardest work out of others, 
and in this he clearly surpassed all other men. Unsparing of himself, 
heedless of time, of meals and of sleep, he could turn over to others 
some carefully thought out idea, work out with them the plan in 
all its details, and they would find themselves working as they had 
never worked in their lives. No man ever felt himself imposed upon 
or was conscious of doing more than his fair share when working 
under his direction, and yet few there were, very few indeed, that 
failed to be conscious, under the inspiration of Jim Storrow’s example 
and personality, of a capacity to use mind and body with a degree 
of efficiency undreamed of before.”

Pearson (at pages 10-11) describes Storrow this way:

He was six feet tall, good-looking, with a fine head, a real laugh, 
and tremendous vitality. His eyes could fairly dance with humor 
and good humor; and he had a smile “open and defenseless” “with 
more of the sunrise in it than any other, letting you in on everything 

The Founder—James Jackson Storrow, Jr.

(The following borrows heavily from Chapter IV of “Son of New England: James Jackson Storrow 1864-1926”  

by Henry Greenleaf Pearson, especially from pp. 45-65, and a memoir about Helen Osborne Storrow by Leonard 

Ware written in February, 1970. According to Ware, Pearson’s book was commissioned by Helen Storrow.)

In the 21st Century, the name James J. Storrow is generally associated only with Storrow Drive, the Boston 

roadway which runs along the south bank of the Charles River between the Back Bay and the parks and 

walkways abutting the river. The Camp’s “House Song” proudly declares that “James J. Storrow will always 

live … ” Why? Who was he, what was he like, and why does the West End House Camp honor him?

In the first quarter of the twentieth century, James J. Storrow, Jr. was one of the most important and 

influential citizens of Boston. He was born January 20, 1864 to James Jackson Storrow (thus the Jr, but  

we will call him Jim, as did his family) and Annie Marie Perry. His father was a prominent graduate of 

Harvard College and Harvard Law School and a successful attorney. Jim’s paternal grandfather was  

Charles Storer Storrow, also a Harvard graduate and civil engineer known for having built the city of 

Lawrence. Jim’s mother was the daughter of Oliver Hazard Perry, Jr., a Lawrence (Mass.) mill owner 

and manager, and the granddaughter of Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry, hero of the September 10, 

1813 “Battle of Lake Erie”, a pivotal battle in the War of 1812 in which nine small ships defeated a British 

squadron of six vessels near Put-in-Bay, Ohio. (Afterward, Commodore Perry wrote this famous report  

to General William Henry Harrison: “We have met the enemy and they are ours: two ships, two brigs,  

one schooner, and one sloop.”) 

Appendix A

1908

 James J. Storrow
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Jim ran for Mayor of Boston, losing a very close race in 1910 

to John F. “Honey Fitz” Fitzgerald [seeking a return to office 

after serving as Mayor 1906-1908 and then giving way to 

George A. Hibbard for two years], the grandfather of John 

F. Kennedy, in a very difficult and bruising campaign, one in 

which Storrow’s wealth and old Boston roots were used 

against him.

During the years 1910-1915, he was instrumental in starting 

General Motors Corporation, and served for a short time as 

its third President.

He was engaged in a mind-numbing series of other local, 

state and nationwide community causes and service efforts, 

then and later, including U.S. Fuel Administrator for New 

England during the first World War, and the Presidency of 

the Boy Scouts of America from 1925 until his death on 

March 13, 1926. 

By the time of his death he was a nationally known figure. 

The New York Times, as well as the Boston newspapers, 

had long editorials on his passing. President (and former 

Massachusetts Governor) Calvin Coolidge, who knew Jim 

well, paid him special tribute. Massachusetts Governor Fuller 

ordered the State House flags lowered to half mast in honor 

of “the first citizen of his community, philanthropist and 

financier.” Funeral services were held in King’s Chapel.

This was the old Boston man who, despite all of his many, 

varied and time-consuming activities, found time for a 

group of (mostly Jewish) boys, and bestowed upon them his 

friendship, advice and money, to help start the West End 

House Boys’ Club in the West End of Boston, and the related 

Camp in East Parsonsfield, Maine. 

Helen died on November 10, 1944, having continued a lively, 

active, useful and philanthropic life after her husband’s death.

Her will, disposing of an estate estimated to be worth $5,000,000 
at the time of her death, was characteristically broad and inclusive. 
After making many specific bequests to members of her family, 
friends, servants and employees on her estate and to six European 
refugees she had harbored during World War II, she directed that 
the residue be held in trust until such time as all annuities and 
other obligations had been paid and then distributed, one half to 
her grandson, James Jackson Storrow, Jr., and one half to a list of 
suggested charitable and educational organizations in such amounts 
as the trustees, James Jackson Storrow, David T. Howie, and William 
H. Best, might in their discretion determine.

When the trust ended in 1963 the trustees made 

generous distributions to sixteen well-known local and 

regional institutions, including the likes of Radcliffe College, 

Massachusetts General Hospital, and the New England 

Conservatory of Music. Also on that list was The West End 

House, Inc., which received $59,145.

The grand house in Lincoln was sold to the Massachusetts 

General Hospital to be used as a convalescent home, and 

opened for that purpose in 1948 under the name “Storrow 

House.” Since about 1967, however, the house and grounds, 

at 25 Baker Bridge Road, have been used as the home of The 

Carroll House, an independent day school serving students 

with language-learning disabilities.

And how did Storrow Drive come into being? It is an 

interesting story, as told in Leonard Ware’s memoir. The 

Basin project, championed by Jim and completed in 1910: 

was a scenic and sanitary triumph, [but did not] live up to its 
expectations as a water park. The new Boston shore actually 
discouraged boating because its perpendicular, granite seawall 
reflected back, rather than absorbed, the waves created by the 
prevailing winds and rendered the water rougher than before … 
[crew] shells were about the only craft ever to be seen on the  
broad expanse of water.

By 1928 opinion among park and recreation leaders in Boston and 
Cambridge had crystallized in the conviction that the time had 
come to reconstruct the basin so that it would fulfill all of its original 
purposes. Possibly inspired by word that Mrs. Storrow was disposed 
to bear a substantial part of the cost [which she eventually did, to 
the tune of one million dollars], the Legislature in that year created 
a special Commission to ‘ investigate means and methods of making 
the Charles River Basin more safe, suitable and attractive for 
recreation and civic welfare purposes.’ 

Early in 1929 the Commission … recommended a comprehensive 
rebuilding, the main features of which were the widening of the 
Boston embankment, the replacement of its perpendicular wall by 
sloping riprap at the water’s edge, the creation of havens for small 
boats and of picturesque lagoons for model boat sailing in summer 
and skating in winter, and the provision of bathing facilities between 
Longfellow Bridge and the dam adjacent to Boston’s … West End. 
The total cost was estimated at $4,750,000 … Included in the plan 
[was a] provision for a new roadway along the Boston side from 
Cambridge Street to Cottage Farm [now Boston University] Bridge, 
an arrangement which would substantially reduce the benefits of the 
proposed widening and beautification of the Boston shore.

as friend and adviser to the parties on both sides, was 

qualified to speak with weight, assured his young partner that 

business was his field, and, believing as a good Emersonian 

that ‘success is a constitutional trait’, promised Henry Lee 

Higginson [founder of the Boston Symphony Orchestra] 

that if Storrow accepted the offer he was certain to become 

Higginson’s successor not only as head of the firm but as ‘first 

citizen’ of Boston.” The career change was reportedly not 

an easy one to make. Storrow “did not wish to be rated by 

a money-making standard—he did not care to have his boy 

‘grow up a rich man’s son,” but eventually saw it as a great 

opportunity, “realizing that his usefulness as a banker might 

only enhance his usefulness as a citizen.”

Soon after launching his banking career, Storrow took the 

lead in successfully advocating for the erection of a dam 

at the mouth of the Charles River to create what would 

become the tideless freshwater Charles River Basin between 

Boston and Cambridge, a revolutionary change that was not 

initially supported by many of his Beacon Street neighbors. 

The dam also resulted in miles of parklands on both sides  

of the river. 

At about the same time, Storrow also started several years 

of service on the Boston School Committee, the last three as 

Chairman, during which he helped to achieve great reforms. 

He was among those responsible for starting the City Club  

(a predecessor to the Chamber of Commerce), and helped, 

as its first President, to consolidate and revitalize “a single 

and progressive body for the business activities of the city.”

In 1905, the Storrows built a great brick 33-room country 

home on a hill in Lincoln, Massachusetts (near what is  

now the DeCordova Museum), which they kept open  

year-round, though they retained their formal address at 417 

Beacon Street (between Gloucester and Hereford Streets) 

in Boston. While the Storrows were by then quite wealthy, 

despite their Yankee “reserve” there was about them also  

a very attractive, down-to-earth, approachable and 

egalitarian manner, one that is easily appreciated by reading 

the following accounts, and which must have been sensed  

by the underprivileged boys from the West End who were 

also among the invited guests to Lincoln. According to 

Leonard Ware, writing in 1970, Helen wrote: 

Jim always enjoyed asking people to the house, sometimes for a 
meal but more often for a night…It was an exceptional Sunday 
when we sat down to dinner with less than fifteen at the table, 
and it was quite as likely to be twenty. During the time our son and 
nephews were in college, from 1905 until the war, they were in the 
habit of bringing their friends to Lincoln for the weekend, and several 
times a year we had dances with girls invited…The house was made 
as convenient as possible so that it would require the minimum of 
work to keep it in order. Our guests received very little service but 
were expected to wait on themselves. It was claimed that more 
butlers were trained in Lincoln than anywhere else, all visitors being 
required to wait on table in turn.

Also, as Ware wrote:

From other accounts it appears that young male guests were 
expected to join Jim in useful, vigorous pastimes like clearing brush 
and cutting wood and the girls to assist Helen in some household 
project indoors. Evenings there was usually music, reading aloud, 
bridge or charades, but liquor was seldom served.

Recalling the many weekends he enjoyed at Lincoln when a college 
student – the games of tennis and the long hikes with Uncle Jim 
through the countryside – Christian Herter, one of the honorary 
nephews, who was later to become Governor of Massachusetts and 
Secretary of State of the United States, wrote: “It is perhaps foolish 
to look back in one’s own … past and try to attribute to certain 
factors whatever measure of success or happiness one has had. 
In my own case, however, no single factor has made as lasting an 
impression on my own present and future than did that home of 
trust and affection which Uncle Jim and Aunt Helen made for me. I 
do not say it idly – I know it is true.

1908 

Storrow with wife Helen and son James J. Storrow III
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This last proposal placed Helen in an awkward situation. She 
wanted her memorial to Jim to benefit the people of downtown 
Boston rather than the suburban commuters who would be the 
principal beneficiaries of the new road. Yet she thought it would 
be unseemly of her to oppose the highway outright or in any way 
to indicate that she might withdraw her gift if her wishes were not 
heeded. As it turned out, there was no lack of opposition to “the 
speedway plan” among civic organizations, not to mention the 
last of the embattled Beacon Streeters, and in a few months the 
Legislature authorized the entire program minus the highway.

Work progressed expeditiously with the new fill for the Boston shore 
being pumped from the bed of the old river. By 1935 grass-covered 
islands and quiet lagoons, all interconnected by winding paths and 
arched bridges, began to appear, along with landscaped plantings of 
thousands of shade trees and flowering shrubs. Even more gratifying, 
all kinds of craft began to dot the basin – sailboats, motor boats, 
canoes, wherries and eight-oared shells, and even a few sturdy 
excursion boats to take landlubbers out on the water. At last Jim 
Storrow’s dream of Boston’s having one of the finest water parks in 
the world had been realized.

But an ironic footnote: in 1949, five years after Helen had died, the 
State authorized the building of the very highway she had opposed 
and named it Storrow Drive in honor of her and her husband. In 
his “Boston: A Topographical History,” Walter Muir Whitehill has 
accurately summarized the change wrought: “For a few years this 
improvement [the enlarged but highwayless park] lent a singular 
charm to the Basin, which has been lost since the necessities of 
traffic have brought motor cars into an area that was designed for 
the sauntering pedestrian.”

Jim and Helen are buried together at Lincoln Cemetery. 

As a final postscript, James J. Storrow never saw the Camp. 

Sometime between Jim’s death in 1926 and 1933, Helen is 

believed to have made a single visit, described in page 149 of 

Jack Burnes’ book.
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